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Operative Transformation. Part 2
Eugenia Fratzeskou

This two-part essay offers a critical

investigation into the notion of

operative transformation and its role

in the evolution of animation as a

means of spatial morphogenesis in

architecture, as explored in

conjunction with its broader scientific

and design contexts.

Animation in Architecture: Contextual

Shifts

Having its roots in cinematic modes of

presentation and spectatorship as

well as in scientific simulation, data

visualisation and statistics, the

development of animation has been

influenced by the paradigms deriving

from these fields. Contemporary

forms of animation enable an

evolutionary endogenic design that is

complex, transitory and emergent.

The ‘spaces’ that are generated, differ

from the outworn model of Cartesian

space, that is, of a stable, ordered,

inert, neutral and void space that is

fully controllable through the use of

Cartesian co-ordinates. Essentially

therefore, the ‘spaces’ emerge from

the fields of cymatics & Quantum

Physics, the contexts of

informationalism and connectivity.

According to the educator Dew

Harrison,, the advent of hypermedia

signifies the Postmodern shift in our

thinking:”…connectivity permits an

inter-feeding of knowledge

symbiotically and simultaneously

across the traditional formal mental

barriers constructed in the Age of

Reason, of step by step cause and

effect deduction and the linear

sequential theorising of classical

science… Our Postmodern knowledge

is out of sync. with the traditional

methods of representation, the

linear-sequential inflexible format of

books and papers. A new medium of

simultaneously presented depiction

and multiple access points has

become a necessity. Hypermedia is

the new tool…” [1]
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The new kinds of space emerge

through informational fields & flows,

they are dynamically multi-causal,

nonlinear, relational, irreducible and

incidental, as constants have been

substituted with variables.

Consequently those spaces conform

neither to the notions of ‘ground zero’,

singularity and objecthood, nor and

the norms of Modernist abstraction

and disciplinary autonomies.

The architectural designer, theorist

and academic Greg Lynn‘s work is

based on a creative investigation of

the ways in which digital animation

can be adapted as a tool for

architectural design, through an in-

depth engagement with the dialogue

between architecture and animation

and the ways the one changes the

other. As we can see in Lynn‘s work,

Computer Aided Design provides the

opportunity to “retool and rethink”

architecture, as “calculus-based

design” is introduced. Such a digital

tool enables the creation of spaces of

emergence, through non-linear

behaviour (interaction) and new kinds

of geometry such as “motion or

action” geometry, as termed by Lynn.

[2]

The relationship between architecture

and animation has not been settled,

as it has gone through various phases

of ‘negotiation’. The traditional

discord between architecture and

animation occurred not only due to

the inert nature of the traditional

forms of architecture, but also, due to

the basic ‘protocols’ of architecture

that dictated the creation of an

essentially ‘eternal’ materiality

characterised by stability, robustness,

solidity and most importantly, as Lynn

explains, “flat-earth stasis”, formal

purity and autonomy. [3] On the

contrary, digital animation was readily

adopted as a suitable design tool in

other fields including naval and

aerospace design. In these fields of

design space is conceived as a

dynamic environment where there are

irregular interactions between various

kinds of force and motion.
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Greg Lynn clarifies what has been the

most important aspect of such a

design mode that has changed

architecture, as follows::“…form can

be shaped by the collaboration

between an envelope and the active

context in which it is situated….”. [4] 

In this way, interstitial spaces emerge

while mapping environmental

dynamics. New architectural forms

can be thus, created and transformed

in various indirect ways

It was precisely this opportunity that

challenged the established

architectural theory and design due to

which, the role of digital technology

had been misunderstood.

Architecture is no longer conceived as

a neutral and static ‘frame’ that is

devoid of motion and force. In fact,

since forms ‘store’ time, motion and

zones of influence, they do not

function as mere visual elements. As

they are emergent, these forms

cannot be reduced to pure/essential

forms, but they stem from an

unsettling, as Lynn puts it,

“multiplicity… a stream of relative

values”. [5]

Such a design is based on parameters

and statistics, and enables a spatial

morphogenesis in a non-Euclidean

‘environment’. Through the use of

calculus-based tools, architectural

design may become more abstract

and less representational, at least in

comparison to its traditional and

standard types of predecessors. [6]

Greg Lynn’s Phase Space

Greg Lynn‘s work is a characteristic

case of how a challenging dialogue

between architecture and animation

can be creatively developed for

designing architecture, through what

can be defined as operative ‘tracing’.

In his exploration of maths as a

topological medium, Lynn develops a

systematic approach to digital

technology. As Lynn describes: “The

failures of AI [i.e. the “mindless

connections between variables”]

suggest a need to develop a

systematic human intuition about the

connective medium, rather than

attempting to build criticality into the

machine…” [7]

Instead of uncritically assuming that

all things can be achievable through

digital technology, we need to

understand its true workings and

limitations in order to critically and

creatively adapt and use technology

for advancing design. A different kind

of thinking and skill can be developed,

inspiring a new type of creativity and

engagement with space.
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Operative ‘tracings’ can be found in

Greg Lynn‘s architectural designs the

creation of which, has been inspired

primarily by the elements of flow and

passage. The core aspect of those

projects is “phase space”, that is, a

deep dynamics space of “active

interactions”. Phase space signifies

the shift from “autonomous purity” to

“contextual specificity”. Such a space

cannot be idealised in a Cartesian

fixed and abstract environment,

because its ‘instances’ emerge in a

gradient field of potentiality. Lynn’s

design is realised through the use of a

spatial system in which topological

surfaces are defined by the “vector

co-ordinates” U and V, instead of the

Cartesian co-ordinates X, Y and Z.

In addition to the spatial system used

by Lynn, phase space is revealed

through a truly endogenic mode of

animation, as opposed to cinematic

special-effects. In particular, the

design is realised through site-

mapping and passage flows with the

use of sweeps, particle dynamics and

splines. [8]

As one of the main characteristics of

Lynn‘s work, the element of virtual

trace (also defined as imprint) is

‘stored’ in the digital topologies. The

virtual trace is also “recorded” in the

configuration of the designed building

in the form of “multiple historical

ground conditions” that are

simultaneously present. [9] The

spaces that occur in these “ground

conditions”, can be defined as

interstitial.

The 2008 Venice Biennale of

Architecture Winner, defines these

interstitial spaces as generative

“intervals”: “The intervals between the

moments that are superimposed

generate irresolute conditions which

are exploited for their destabilising

effect on the present..” [10]

These intervals may take the form of

unsettling ” transitional spaces

between exterior and interior”. These

spaces may have “composite

surfaces” where potential and

influences are not eliminated,
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integrated, absorbed or resolved, but

stored. [11] In Yokohama Port

Terminal, for example, those spaces

have been created from ‘skin shifts’,

while the various interacting site

forces have been ‘translated’ onto the

surfaces of House Prototype in Long

Island [12]

In Greg Lynn‘s work we can find

various methods for designing space

through a diverse range of complex

indirect transformations, the outcome

of which, is not limited to mere visual

phenomena. As Lynn describes,

deformation is an “index of contextual

forces” that include various ‘gradient

parameters’ such as those of decay,

wave behaviour, attraction, density

and others. The resulting

transformations can be called indirect.

As Lynn explains: These parameters

affect objects as numerical fields of

forces than as object transformations

[13]

The structure and form of space

emerge through the “collaboration of

enfolding a context and unfolding an

object”. [14] Space is designed

through a dynamic interaction

between micro and global landscapes,

where virtual force and motion are

stored in “curved gradient tectonics”.

A form becomes a complicated and

evolving site where multiple forces

that operate through, over, under and

around surfaces, are calculated.

Consequently, what we call

“primitives”, that is, the basic building

blocks of a digital 3D model such as a

sphere, a cube and others, are in fact,

“blobs without influence”.

As the architect explains, although

such a “blob” appears to be an “exact

form…. complexity is always present

as potential in even the most simple

or primitive of forms””. [15]

Lynn‘s design methodology does not

only challenge the existing

relationship between architecture and

animation, but also, the status of

architecture as a physically realised

end-product in its conventional form,

as well as the ways of presenting

design processes, outcomes and their

relationship. Traditionally, even the

most contingent transformational

sequences fundamentally differ from

any operational drawing, because

they can finally be ‘edited’ as a

singular image, that is, an index of the

transformation processes used, in
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order to be ‘exteriorised’ as a new

built form.

Consequently, a transformational

sequence still belongs to a standard

linear architectural production that

has a predetermined outcome i.e. a

useful building. Contrary to such

singularities, Lynn‘s work concerns

instances that present an

environment of potentiality instead of

a varied fixed prototype. [16] His

designs have been presented to the

public also as physical prototypes,

full-scale models and animation. [17]

Lynn’s work continues being operative

even after it is ‘finished’, opening up

new possibilities for augmented,

responsive architecture and beyond.

Notes:

[1] – Harrison, Dew, “Concept

Construction for Hypermedia Art”, in

Beardon, Colin, ed., Digital Creativity:
Processing of the 1st Conference on
Computers in Art and Design,

University of Brighton, 18 – 21 April

1995, p. 197.

[2] – Lynn, Greg, Animate Form, New

York: Princeton Architectural Press,

1999, pp. 16 – 17, 31, 41.

[3] – Ibid, p. 9.

[4] – Ibid, pp. 9 – 10.

[5] – Ibid, pp. 19 – 20.

[6] – Ibid, p. 39.

[7] – Ibid, pp. 17 – 8.

[8] – Ibid, pp. 10 – 11, 14 – 15, 18, 108,

125, 143.

[9] – Ibid, p. 11.

[10] – Ibid, p. 13

[11] – Ibid, pp. 152, 165.

[12] – Ibid, pp. 124, 150.

[13] – Ibid, pp. 25 – 26.

[14] – Ibid, pp. 29 – 30.

[15] – Ibid, p. 31.

[16] – Ibid, p. 14.

[17] – Ibid, pp. 45, 63, 185.
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New Media Art In Japan. Hideaki Ogawa And
The Device Art

Mauro Arrighi

 Let’s start with an assumption written

by the Japanese art critic Fumihiko

Sumitomo: “…visiting a western

museum would make you believe,

whether you are an artist or a mere

observer, that art did not root in

Japan. [�] But it would be more

accurate to say that we (Sumitomo

refers to Japanese people) identify art

as an autonomous genre which was

imported from the West and that,

starting from this premise, a sort of

dualism has manifested itself in our

culture.” [1]

What we could define as “Culture

Industry”, in Japan, took a different

direction compared to the one we

western people are used to. Probably

the distinction into categories (art,

science, design) made by western

people, does not follow the same

parameters used by the Japanese

people. Coming in contact with

artefacts “Made in Japan” generates a

sense of estrangement, since they

may look familiar at first glance, but

then prove to be quite other things.

Among the intellectual people who

are busy charting a course which

combines the peculiar approach of

Japanese authors to new-media art,

the names of Tomoe Moriyama [2] ,

Machiko Kusahara [3] andHiroshi

Yoshioka [4]. While the first two are

supporters of the very contemporary

“japanese style”, the third one goes

deeper to the heart of the subject and

is looking for socially and politically

lined up authors.
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I would like to remember the most

naif reader that from this moment on I

will refer only to New Media Art and

not to Japanese contemporary art,

which constitutes a different field. It is

important to consider another

differentiation: what western

academics define as New Media Art, is

known in Japan simply as Media Art

According to Machiko Kusahara, the

roots of Device Art [5] can be traced

back to Dadaism and Surrealism. He

also ventures a definition: Device Art

is a form of media art which draws

together art, technology, design,

entertainment and pop culture. Other

distinctive aspects of Device Art are:

an inhibited approach toward

technological tools, a playfulness in

the expressive methods, a

multidisciplinary approach with a

tendency to cross-breed genres, to

displace identity (the art piece).

The last aspect, the most intriguing

one, is that the same object is showed

first as “artwork” and then as

“consumption product”, so we can

meet it in many contexts with

different “ambitions”. In this case the

expression “consumption product”

does not follow the western

capitalistic categorization. In the

Device Art the exhibited object

functions as a “prototype”: it has to be

tested before it can pass on to the

assembly line. This is, for example, the

iter followed also by the very

famousTenori-on [6] byToshio Iwai [7]

, ow distributed on the Yamaha

website [8]and by authorized retailers.

A deeper analysis of the relationship

between Device Art and the human

body was carried out by Jun Rekimoto

[9] , which I name en passant since I

have not much space at my disposal.

But what does Device Art exactly

mean? First of all we state that the

term device (apparatus, appliance,

artifice) usually indicates a tool used

to obtain a certain result within a

process.

I would like to point out that Device

Art is often made of objects which are

able to connect to each other crossing

long distances and to start a

sentimental correspondence among

the people who own the objects

themselves; the way these devices

work may seem to be curious, but it

can be assimilated to the dynamics of

magical practices.
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Frazer (1998, p.43) [10] points out that

believing in telepathy and in the

possibility that things and/or people

can influence one another at a

distance, are the basic principles

which magic is based on. Frazer the

“wild”, opposed to his “civilized

brother”, always believed that through

the mind it is possible to manipulate

phenomena at a distance and that in

his life he always acted following such

an intuition with an impeccable

coherence. The “wild” is convinced not

only that magical ceremonies

influence people or things at a

distance, but also that the most

simple acts of everyday life can do the

same.

Objects and feelings are the subjects

of Device Art and these “special”

objects are mood control tools.

Marcel Mauss and Mircea Eliade

infact, pointed out how it is typical of

magical belief to give special powers

to given objects. Through

manipulating objects belonging (or

which belonged in the past) to a

person it is possible to influence his

mood or his mental and / or physical

state.

Hideaki Ogawa [11], graduated with a

doctorate degree from the prestigious

KEIO University of Tokyo [12] , teacher

in the Interface Culture degree

program at the Linz University [13],

co-founder and artistic director of the

Studio h.o. in Tokyo

(http://www.howeb.org/) [14],

researcher at Ars Electronica Future

Lab [15] and member of the Device

Art movent s in my opinion of those

authors who represent the

emblematic “dualism” which

Sumitomo Fumihiko talked about

earleir.

Hideaki Ogawa in his

SmallConnection(2004) [16] [17] [18],

produces a series of tools developed

to reinforce and conserve intimate

connections, long-distance

relationships. Small Connection is
made of four “smart objects” called

Air, One, Anemo and Comado (literally

in Japanese little door/little window):

Air is made of two spherical-shaped

lamps. It uses light as a
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communication channel and it is

made of two lamps which turn on

when you lightly touch them, and this

makes visible the moment in which

the partners in a couple are thinking

about each other.

One follows the same principle used

in Air. In this case it uses a mechanical

reaction: when the yellow bar at the

centre of the hemisphere is pressed,

by someone who is on the other side

of the planet, the twin object reacts

everting a mandrin located within it.

The concept is simple: if your partner

gives you a One as a gift before

leaving for a long journey, it will allow

you to be in contact with him while he

is not there, thanks to the feedback

force system. Once you have put it in

the new house, if you see the bar

peeping out from the hemisphere you

just have to press it and the force

feedback system allows you to “feel”

you fiance while he/she is trying to

touch you from the other side of the

world.

Anemo reacts to the noises made by

the person/people nearby. In this

case too, the twin object would make

its propeller spin, anywhere it is

located in the world.

Finally, Comado is made on the idea

that there are small doors opening to

another dimension. This small door

installed on the wall can be opened to

peek into the other person’s

apartment, which is visible only if the

other door is open too.

We had the chance and the honour to

interview Hideaki Ogawa himself and

to discuss with him his artistic

production, as well as the theory and

the research lying behind it.

Mauro Arrighi: I would like you to talk

about SmallConnection. Why did you

choose this title?

Hideaki Ogawa: With

SmallConnection I wanted to create a

new way of using the modern

communication media. There are not

many theories concerning how to

design a simple but effective

communication over networks

through user-tangible interfaces. So, I

choose this title because it conveys

the idea of what the project is about.

Mauro Arrighi: What is the aim of this

project?

Hideaki Ogawa: My aim was to create

13
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a scenario in which to develop new

communication systems. Through the

creation of simple connections,

people can receive and send feelings

also at a long distance.

Mauro Arrighi: Do you think there is

an emotional connection between

technological tools and human

beings?

Hideaki Ogawa: Information tools are

different from traditional tools.

Telecommunication systems should

be designed considering the context

which the user is immersed in. In

other words: they are architectures of

experiences, projects for feelings. This

means that, through design, we can

develop and improve our lives.
SmallConnection is an emotional

communication medium. Designers

have to consider the users emotional

context in order to create this

emotional communication medium.

Mauro Arrighi: Do you think that

technological tools can help people

keeping or reinforcing their

relationships?

Hideaki Ogawa: I think so.

SmallConnection is designed

considering the real fabric of

relationships among people. If there

was no previous communication

between two people (the couple), the

meaning would not be understood

since the message sent is really

simple. I think that, because of the

fact that communication is so

“primitive”, it is possible to exchange

true emotions.

Mauro Arrighi: Is there some kind of

connection between Shintoism and

your production in general, and with

this artwork in particular?

Hideaki Ogawa: In SmallConnection,

tools are not just communication

media. This depends on the idea that

all things, objects, have a mind of their

own and contain the divine at

metaphysical level. So, it could be that

I invented SmallConnection to “install”

an intelligence into the objects.

Mauro Arrighi: Does all this have

anything to do with the paradigmatic

elements of traditional Japanese

culture, like iki, ma, tama, ara, e niki?

Hideaki Ogawa: That’s for sure, when I

imagined this particular form of

communication, I thought about how

I could use the concept of “air”. This
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could be associated with the concept

of ma.

Mauro Arrighi: Do your objects have

magical power?

Hideaki Ogawa: I do not create them

as magical objects.

Mauro Arrighi: How do you conceive

technology?

Hideaki Ogawa: Technology is

unstoppable. Our lives and our way of

thinking develop following

technologies. First of all: mobile

phones radically changed our

interpersonal relationships, and this

happened in just ten years. In

particular we should consider the

problems coming from the use of

technologies linked to

telecommunications, and also the

possibilities which they open. In the

future we will be able to

communicate through telepathy

sooner than we think.

SmallConnection was designed for a

world in which telepathic

communications already exist.

Objects can be a wall between one

mind and another; we should

maintain this wall. This was my secret

message, hidden in this project.

Mauro Arrighi: What do you think is

“natural” and “not-natural” (artificial) in

your research?

Hideaki Ogawa: “Natural” are the

happenings and the stories. “Not

natural” is the contrary to the ordinary

course of nature.

Mauro Arrighi: Do you think there is

any difference between art and

design, and more precisely between

artists and designers?

Hideaki Ogawa: Design is linked to the

market exigences; art is born from the

artist’s mind, as a form of

communication. 

As we can assume by the words of

Hideaki Ogawa, Japanese artists
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working in the Device Art field give a

very high value to the objects they

come in contact with in the everyday

life, enhancing them as “emotional

tools”. The most important aspect of

this approach, is that artworks act as a

sort of membrane acting as a bridge

between the sacred and the social life,

between what is private and what is

public.

Hideaki Ogawa‘s research is based on

the idea that all things (in particular

the technological tools within

communication media) can feel

something: they (the objects) have a

“sensitivity” and are all linked to one

another. Even if Ogawa does not refer

to superterrestrial forces, in his

artworks he alludes to the concept of

“ma”: ma is a word which in Japanese

gives the idea of a “negative space”,

the gap, the time lag and also the

“pause between things”.

It is thanks to this silent space

embracing all of Creation that it is

possible to act at a distance. From the

traditional Japanese point of view,

global telecommunication

technologies seem to be a

manifestation of the ma concept.

Ogawa deals with tools helping to

communicate at a distance, to be

emotionally connected and his work

seems to make true one of the

paradigms of “the three sympathetic

magic laws” , one of the processes

described by Marcel Mauss in his

Esquisse d’une théorie générale de la
magie and Sociologie et
anthropologie: the contiguity rule.

Using clothes, objects or food which

have been in contact with the loved

person, in order to modify at a

distance the psychophysical state, is

something belonging to magic. The

Shaman does not just take into

consideration the objects: the effects

in applying the contiguity law

manifest themselves also when you

make rituals based on the

identification process of the part for

the whole, like in the rituals using

organic parts of human beings, like

teeth, spit and hair, but even using the

prints has the same aim.

Marcel Mauss[19] ocuses on the fact

that exchanging objects between

people creates a relationships

network among those who take part

in the exchange. He mainly refers to

the object given as a gift; from his

point of view, the connection
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between the donor and the receiver is

born from a sort of magical power,

the act of giving overlaps the ritual.

“Objects are never completely

separated from the people

exchanging them” (Mauss 1990, p.31)

[20]. This means that, when someone

gives or exchanges an object which

belonged to him/her in the past,

he/she is also donating a part of

himself/herself.

This is a process which seems to be

well represented in many artworks by

Device Artists and is one of the main

reasons why Japanese artists dealing

with electronic art seem to be so

unique to us western people.

http://www.howeb.org/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/hdoto

/

Note:

[1] - Fumihiko Sumitomo. “Dear PB”. In

Philip Brophy
 rapt! 20 contemporary

artists from Japan
. Catalogo. The

Japan Foundation, 2007. Traduzione

dall’Inglese di Mauro Arrighi (2011).

[2] – Hasegawa, Y., Seki, A., Moriyama,

T., Namba, S., Mori, C., e Chaira, T.

(2007). Space for Your Future

(Recombining the DNA of Art and

Design). INAX Publishing.

[3] – Kusahara, M. Device Art: A New

Approach in Understanding Japanese

Contemporary Media Art in Grau, O.

(2007). Media Art Histories. The MIT

Press.

[4] – Sommerer, C., Mignonneau, L.,

and King, D. (2008). Interface

Cultures: Artistic Aspects of

Interaction Culture and Media Theory.

Transcript Verlag.

http://www.bun.kyoto-u.ac.jp/yoshio

ka/

[5] – Kusahara, M. Device Art: A New

Form of Media Art from a Japanese

Perspective.

http://www.intelligentagent.com/arc

hive/Vol6_No2_pacific_rim_kusahara

.htm

[6] -

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

GE-lJzKIzDE&feature=related

[7] – http://iwaisanchi.exblog.jp/

[8] -

http://www.global.yamaha.com/teno

ri-on/

[9] – Rekimoto, J. (2008). Organic

Interaction Technologies: From Stone

to Skin. ACM.

http://www.organicui.org/?page_id=

37

[10] – Frazer, J.G. (1998). The Golden

Bough: A Study in Magic and Religion.

Oxford University Press.
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[11] - Per maggiori informazioni

riguardo Hideaki Ogawa riferirsi a:

http://www.howeb.org/ ;

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

WqQuM-Es5vQ

[12] - http://www.keio.ac.jp/

[13] - http://www.interface.ufg.ac.at/

[14] – http://www.howeb.org/

[15] –

http://new.aec.at/futurelab/en/abou

t/

[16] –

http://www.howeb.org/e/works/Sm

allConnection.html

[17] -

http://www.flickr.com/photos/hdoto

/sets/72157625720217714/

[18] –

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4

SyAWyfWhAk&feature=player_embed

ded

[19] – Il saggio di Mauss era

originariamente intitolato “Essai sur le

don. Forme et raison de l’échange

dans les sociétés archaïques” ed era

stato pubblicato in Année

Sociologique nel 1923–1924. Il saggio

fu poi ripubblicato in Inglese in due

diverse edizoni tradotte: la prima a

cura di Ian Cunnison, apparsa nel 1954;

la seconda di W.D. Halls, edita nel

1990.

[20] – Mauss, M. 1990 (1922). The Gift:

forms and functions of exchange in

archaic societies. London: Routledge.

Traduzione dall’Inglese di Mauro

Arrighi (2011).
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Pablo Gav. The Sound Art In Mexico City
Felipe Zuniga

To write about Mexico City as an

emergent scene for contemporary

music and sound art seems a difficult

task. There is a lack of information and

specialized publications. Thanks to

some artists like Manuel Rocha

Iturbide

(http://www.artesonoro.net)this

scenario is slowly changing. Some

academic essays are available on line,

few catalogs of exhibitions that

included sound art pieces or

installations, and mostly we find

artists websites and some festivals

publications. These are the nodes

available to build a network of

scattered references.

Before presenting the work of Pablo

García-Valenzuela

(http://www.pablogav.com), a young

composer and researcher in

contemporary music and curator of

Habitación dl ruido
(http://www.ucsj.edu.mx/hr/), a

concert and education program for

sound experimentation at Universidad

del Claustro de Sor Juana, I would like

to name a few references that give us

some context to Mexico city sound

and contemporary music landscape.

Julian Carrillo (1875 – 1965) was one of

the first composers identified as

developing sound experimentations

with its famous 13 Sound and music

for microtonal piano. Other reference,

according to Manuel Rocha is Carlos

Jimenez Mabarak (1919- 1994) tape

piece Paradise of the drowned, the

first work of this kind in Mexico,

presented in 1960 in conjunction with

Guillermina Bravo´s choreography.

Other important contributions made
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by Mexican musicians can be located

in the early seventies, in example

Mario Lavista, who led the group

Quanta and Julio Estrada “Música

Habitacional” experiment which

consisted in an installation of 10

pianos distributed in a room at three

different levels and broadcasted live.

In the visual arts side, in same decade

artists like Ulises Carrion and Felipe

Ehrenberg also experimented with

sound. We also need to acknowledge

the concrete sound poetry of Matias

Goeritz and the experiments of Juan

José Gourrola, experimental teather

director and artist during the sixties.

In the eighties sound art emerged as a

legitimate field for artistic

experimentation where both artists

and musicians create works with full

awareness of sound. Antonio Russek,

Eduardo Soto Millán, Vicente Rojo

Cama, Ariel Guzik, are some of them.

In 1999, Ex Teresa Arte Actual, a new

genre contemporary art space in

Mexico city, held the First

International Sound Art Festival,

organized by Guillermo Santamarina

and curated by Manuel Rocha, the

event gave visibility to the discipline

and its legitimization in Mexico. From

1999 to 2002 four sound art festivals

were organized. In 2007, also in Ex

Teresa a different sound project was

presented “Muestra Internacional de

Arte Sonoro” organized by Carlos

Jaurena and curated by Taiyana

Pimentel presented the work of a

multigenerational group of 17 artists

of different fields.

In the first decade of the new

millennium we can find ambitious

initiatives such as Radar

(

http://festival.org.mx/festival26/prog

rama/tipo/e/1), an international

sound art and contemporary music

festival, which has nine editions by

now, Radio Educación International

“Radio Biennal” with eight

editions

(http://bienalderadio.gob.mx/2010/),

and Mutek festival program in Mexico.

These three very different platforms

had put Mexico city under the map for

professionals of different disciplines

from Mexico and the rest of the globe

interested in showing experimental

materials in the last decade. Finally

the Fonoteca Nacional was created

few years ago to preserve, archive and
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exhibit different sound and music

materials from

Mexico.(

http://www.fonotecanacional.gob.m

x). And includes the sound installation

project Jardin sonoro (Sound garden)

where visitors can experience

different listening experiences .The

space was especially designed for the

presentation of sound art,

environmental works, experimental

compositions and concerts in

multichannel system.

Pablo García Valenzuela (Pablo Gav) is

one of the young mexican composers

who are redefining the local scene

both as a composer and as a curator.

His practice, as he describes it, is a

fusion between alternative rock,

contemporary classical and electro

acoustic music. In 1996 he obtains a

degree in “Composition, Music

Theory, Piano and Music Promotion”

at CIEM di Città del Messico. NIn 1994

the obtained the “7th Grade Piano of

the A.B.R.S.M of London“.

In 1995 he finished the “8th Grade of

Music Theory in Practice of the

A.B.R.S.M. of London”. From 1996 to

1997 he sudied “MSc in Composition”

at the University of Hertfordshire in

England. And finally from 1998 to 2003

he studied a Ph.D in “Electroacoustic

Composition” in City University,

London. Because of his interest in

sound design he specialized on multi

channel and surround sound mixed

with traditional acoustic instruments.

He finished his thesis on ‘Aesthetic

and temporal forces in electroacoustic

composition’.

In 2006, he presented Music Pissing
on Flies Shitting on Bombs, an

acousmatic composition, for the

exhibition Arsenal: artists exploring
the potential of sound as a weapon  at

Alma Enterprises Gallery in London,

curated by Ellen Mara Wachter. Same

year an electroacustic composition,
Mas Si Osare un Albañil

, presented at

Instrumental Festival, in Oaxaca,

Mexico. Also produced a CD with

retrospective work from 1996 to that

date, seven compositions in

acousmatic music, video and

instrumental quartet. The selection

was presented as a live concert at

Casa del Lago, UNAM in Mexico city in

2007.

The following conversation took place

in Mexico city in july 2011.
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Felipe Zuniga: What is the reason

behind your research on sound

design?

Pablo García-Valenzuela: I believe in

designing the sound in the studio

because this way you have more

freedom, you can move different

sounds independently in different

directions and different rates. I was

disappointed about the 5.1

multichannel world standard that is

used in cinema. If you look at the

history within experimental music,

this is nothing new. There are much

bigger systems such as

Acousmonium, the sound diffusion

system designed in 1974 by Francois

Bayle, among other experiments.

What I’ve been trying is to find is a

middle point. In one hand, not having

to use monstrous systems and in the

other, not having to stick to the world

standard, which I don’t think is

enough for music. That is why I

created my own system: a 15 channel

system which is basically a dong of

loud speakers.

Felipe Zuniga: Do you find yourself

more focused on the studio based

practice rather than the live

experience?

Pablo García-Valenzuela: Working

with multichannel systems is very

interesting specially to make sounds

behave separately according or

against to their spectrum

morphology. It is very difficult to do

that live but still lots of people prefer

multichannel sound live. I guess is

because the feeling of playing an

instrument with a live audience.

But inevitably you encounter practical

limitations like not having enough

fingers or the speed of a computer to

keep on with the pace! In my case, for

the past ten years, I’ve been trying to

merge these two different practices in

multichannel sound: studio and live.

I’m looking for a better fusion

between advanced sound design,

multichannel sound and the classical

“contempo way” of using acoustic

instruments.

Felipe Zuniga: Do you find that the

work you are developing has any

connections with research or projects

in different arenas in the

contemporary art world?

Pablo García-Valenzuela: I’ve seen

contemporary practices such as site

specific sound installations that

integrate architecture or a place to

create sound experiences using

multiple speakers. This is not exactly

what I do myself, not yet at least. But

again, that is just me! Even though I

can see myself in a few years doing

site specific sound art. I believe that

the expressive potential of very

carefully designed sound through

space has a lot to say. The
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transformations you can impose to

sound, even of milliseconds, can make

a huge perceptual difference to an

audience and that is why I’m so

interested in experimenting with

sound moving through space.

Felipe Zuniga: What kind of strategies

and processes you prefer to use when

you are developing a piece?

Pablo García-Valenzuela: Since I came

from the electro acoustic tradition I

basically sample sound. I prefer “to

catch” the richness and complexity of

sound instead of having to build it

from scratch, as you would do with

synthesis. I record any sound

basically, everything is a good excuse

to sample! I do lot’s of thing with

sound. Sometimes I like to preserve

the identity of the sound partially to

present it incomplete to the audience.

I also like to transform sound, but

keeping in it a way that you can still

recognize beats of it. Finally, l also

enjoy to transform an original sound

to the point of almost destroying it as

an excuse to produce a rich acoustic

experience of a new sound.

I also use synthesis. With synthesis I

like to work with pure tones with a

very basic frequencies, and then add

partials or harmonics and finally

adding an envelopment of intensity.

This final stage of transformation is all

about how each harmonic and each

partial of the sound behaves through

time and how its morphology is

related to its intensity.

My problem with electronic sound is

when people try to imitate sounds. It

is possible, you can have synthesized

cellos, pianos, and etcetera but in my

case I would never ever use them. I

always prefer to use a real cello, a real

piano. I understand that when it

comes to a full orchestra, and you

don’t have money to pay for it, may

be worth it but in general I don’t use

electronic sound to substitute an

already rich acoustic instrument.

Felipe Zuniga: What kind of sound you

are trying to create or present in your

compositions?

Pablo García-Valenzuela: My work has

a lot to do with the abstract

experience of sound (I believe the

sounds of a flute or a piano are in the

end an abstract experiences).

Nevertheless I think it would be

limiting, it would be non-sense, not to
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acknowledge the other possible

strategies and use them all. You need

a whole range of tools in order to

approach composition, that’s for sure.

I am interested in the juxtaposition

and mixture of acoustic spaces,

something that is only possible

through recorded sound, through

fixed media.

Felipe Zuniga: Do you integrate the

body in your work?

Pablo García-Valenzuela: This is an

interesting subject for discussion. It is

impossible to separate the body from

music. Low frequencies are felt more

than heard. They make our body

vibrate! The mid frequencies are

especially important because these

are the vehicles for speech and our

ears are more sensitive to them. If you

overdue mid frequencies you feel pain

immediately. The very high

frequencies, don’t resonate, I think

they go directly to our minds. This

may be subjective but this basic

knowledge is useful to me when

mixing sound. It allows me to

orchestrate how I want to

communicate in different levels.

Sound relates to our actual muscles.

That is why is important to

understand that we can find sound

rhythms everywhere: the pulse of our

heart will be the more obvious. But

also, the gesture: how we move, relax

and tense our muscles. Walking is also

a pulse, is the basic architecture of

rhythm.

Sometimes electro acoustic sounds

have been blamed to be cold

precisely because they don’t relate to

our bodies. I’m especially interested in

being able to manage the image of a

soundscape, the gesture and the

psychological projection of a sound. I

would like the audience to be

fluctuating between the recognition

of sound and the non-recognition of

sound; entering into a psychological

domain, finding some bodily and

gesture resonance in the projection of

sound.

In pursuing this, multichannel,

surround sound, spatial envelopment

of sound, are very interesting

platforms because they communicate

with our built in system to locate

sound. Every human being has one.

This is a very ancient tool for survival

and as far as I know this is not learnt,

this is just built in, it comes with us.
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Therefore incorporating the aesthetic,

emotional and psychological

implications of sound into the musical

scores it’s in my opinion very powerful

and very interesting.

Felipe Zuniga: Could you tell me more

about your other projects as curator?

Pablo García-Valenzuela: am the

current artistic director of a concert

series called Habitación del ruido

(http://www.ucsj.edu.mx/hr/) at

Universidad del Claustro de Sor

Juana.  I started with these concert

series in January of 2008 so it’s been

already three years. The project exists

since 2004 and is dedicated to sound

art, electro acoustic music and

anything that has to do with a

different way of approaching sound. It

is about experimentation with sound.

It takes place the last thursday of

every month within the academic

semester. There are about eight

concerts every year. Almost of the

guest musician present a lecture

followed by a concert.

The main objective is academic

offering bachelor students, not only

from Universidad del Claustro de Sor

Juana, from anywhere else in the city.

It’s also a platform for discussion and

thought about sound art. The

students can have a very close

interaction with the artists and can

inquire about any aspect related to

the artist, the concept, or technical

process.

We have had presented artists, from

Mexico, UK, Canada, the US, Germany

and Chile. Every semester I try to

include international artists two

foreigners and two Mexicans. And it is

also a platform for emergent artists to

present their work.

As a curator and faculty member of

UCSJ I have two jobs. The first one, is

to satisfy the educational aspect of

Habitación del Ruido is to present

diverse artistic practices so students

can have a “panoramic view” of what

is going on within the sound

experimentation. The second one as a

curator, I give priority to multichannel

projects because we have a 8.2.2

multichannel concert system which is

good enough for artists to explore and

present their works.

I try to balance the whole program

with artists that combine sound

experimentation with fixed media and
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acoustic instruments. I would love to

have a full orchestra but for obvious

reasons it is pretty much impossible

so there is normally a solo instrument:

a cello or a piano combined with

electro acoustic sounds. I also

program people working circuit

bending and some installations

projects, eve though these are less

likely to be shown since we are not an

exhibition space.

http://www.pablogav.com
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Touching The Music. Baschet Laboratory Of
Sound Sculpture

Barbara Sansone

They are strange, colorful, made of

cardboard, tinfoil and glass sheets,

this strings of metal. They are

beautiful to behold. Above all, they

make you feel like you want to touch

them. The ambiguity of the verb

“tocar” a term that in Spanish means

also to play (a musical instrument)

appears to have originated from

them. It is sufficient to touch them

with your fingers slightly wet. They

will emit magnificent sounds, sounds

that you could produce using a

traditional instruments only after

years of hard practice.

These objects go by the name of

Cristal Baschet and other works

produced by the brothers François &

Bernard Baschet, to whom Museu de

la MÃ¹sica di Barcellona is dedicating

a solo exhibition, which will last until

December 19, 2011.

(

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baschet

_Brothers)

Baschet‘s research starts in the 1950′s

artistic turmoil, soon turning the two

brothers into the pioneers of sound

sculpture, in addition to making them

highly requested by musicians,

composers, experimental directors

like Jean Cocteau and by avand-guard

museums such as MoMA, directed in

those years by Alfred Barr. The idea

originated from an inflatable guitar

built by Francois in order to transport

it around during his frequent trips. The

fact that the guitar sounded

surprisingly well, brought him to

question the principles of functioning

of all musical instruments and to

involve his brother Bernard to develop

further the technology of high

impedance acustic instruments.
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 Outclassing the classification of

musical instruments in families, the

two brothers focused on the common

physical principles that enable

instruments to generate their sound.

In this way, they discovered that all

instruments are based on vibrance,

energy and amplification. Everything

else depends on the creativity of the

lute maker.

The brothers never lacked this sort of

creativity, accompanied by the desire

to disseminate their findings and to

share them with everybody, especially

children and people with disabilities,

abandoning the paradise of glory that

the world of the arts was offering

them. During their long careers, they

were always devoted to the only thing

they thought would give sense to life:

make other people happy.Â

It sounds like they are succeeding

exceedingly well in this task, since

they even managed to transmit this

generosity to others, as the

Laboratorio di Scultura Sonora

Baschet, demonstrates, a small

miracle created at the Facoltà di Belle

Arti dell’Università di Barcellona (UB

the artschool of Barcelona) that

documents and further disseminates

the work and the principles of the two

French brothers. After having seen

Martí Ruids, Jordi Casadevall, Andreu

Ubach, Peper Martínez (members of

the Metalúdic Baschet Emsembla) and

François Baschet performing at a

participative concert during the

exhibition, we visited them in the

laboratory.

Barbara Sansone: tell me about you

and what you do at the Laboratory…

Martí Ruids: The project of the

Laboratory originated from Josep

Cerdà, an extremely active sculptor

and academic, who had a very clear

vision of what should be the goal of

an artschool, and continuously tries to

generate projects and other

opportunities for his students. He

opened a foundry and a stone carving

atelier, creating an active

environment rarely existing within a

University. Cerdà was always

interested in sound and the sounding

structures. As a sculptor, he is

concerned with the relation between

the artwork and the surrounding

environment, collaborating with his

wife, an architect and landscape

painter.

At the artschool he has designed a
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new course titled Chaos Laboratory,
where it is possible to talk about

anything, especially about what does

not clearly fit any specific discipline

(chaos, fractals, the aleatory, poli-

poetry, sound art, installations,

listening, etc.). He proposes to record

sound landscapes, to watch the

environment using your ears, rather

than using your eyes, he speaks of

particular figures such as the brothers

Baschet.

I am a self-learned musician. I offered

to teach and edit the records. From

there, through various synergies, we

have built the Sound Art lab, an

extension of the Chaos Lab. At the

Centro di Cultura Contemporanea, we

started by organizing a few

workshops on “the sound landscapes

of Catalunya”, which served to

facilitate the contact between various

people involved with this topic and to

share means and possibilities. From

then on, the Laboratory has continued

to grow and to propose new courses

and activities at the artschool, with

record participation and interest by

many students.

Barbara Sansone: Actually music,

depending on how you create it, can

be considered a plastic art…

Martí Ruids: Yes, for instance, in Tokio,

the Faculty of Fine Arts and the

conservatory are fused together in a

transdisciplinary university, providing

space to new media and more

contemporary themes.

As a matter of fact, John Cage’s ideas

have been assimilated more rapidly by

those people interested in “diverse”

arts, than by those who produced

music in a more academic fashion.

Here, many begin with an idea of art

and then discover a space for digital

sound (recorded, reproduced,

manipulated) and acustic sound (the

research on the instruments of the

brother Baschet completes and

exceeds the intangible aspect of

sound). Every year, among the course

participants, there is always someone

who decides to stay and decides to

join the Laboratory.
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Barbara Sansone: how did you get in

touch with François Baschet?

Marti Ruidis: We are working to create

a collaborative radio with Radio

Evolució, a non-mainstream radio

interested in the scientific

dissemination in the area of music.

We want to create a program to

introduce students to research. The

topics are whatever has to do with

sound and listening. The goal is to get

to know popular figures from all walk

of life and discipline and to interview

them and ask them what they do.

By doing so, we plan to expand the

Lab rhizomatically. The encounter

with François Baschet was born this

way, while we were looking for

contents for the program. He has

been living in Barcelona for a few

years, and he accepted our proposal

with great enthusiasm. The

experience we started together has

allow us to enrich the Laboratory with

a new direction towards the physical

aspects of sound, an aspect that

attract many students interested in a

tactile relation with the arts.

Barbara Sansone: How did you meet

Andreu Ubach?

Martí Ruids: Andreu is a percussionist

who has been working with François

for several years. thanks to him we

have started a project that collects all

the documentation of the instruments

of the Brothers Baschet in a database

(photos, drawings, screens, rules,

records, technical details, patents) .

We decided to make this database

freely browsable to everybody.

François is a big fan of the Creative

Commons licences and wants to open

up all information to everybody.

Barbara Sansone: that’s great,

especially because right now, the

information one can gather online are

a bit scattered on various websites

and not always easy to navigate…

Martí Ruids: it is true. That’s why for

the moment we have created a blog

where we are publishing videos and

other material. When we met

François, the initial idea was to gather
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all the material digitally and collect it

on a website. Hence, we sought help

from Uli Zinke e Ana Sanchez Bonet,

both working in France to the revise a

comprehensive catalogue on the work

of Baschet.

At the moment, we are trying to

coordinate all the protagonists of this

story, including Michel Deneuve, the

“Chrystallist”par excellence, and

Frédéric Bousquet, the actual builder

of the pedagogical instruments used

for children with and persons with

disabilities. By recuperating the spirit

of Baschet, an attitude that was not

always respected by the successive

generations, our intention is to create

a space for the diffusion e sharing of

this apparatus of knowledge and a

space of exchange with those who

plan to make a good use of them.

Barbara Sansone: Is the exhibition at

the Music Museum an idea of this

Laboratory?

Martí Ruids: it is partially an idea by

Miquel Calvet, a physicist professor at

the lycee, who has been conducting

an interdisciplinary research on the

construction of these instruments for

a few years, and the instructors of

plastic arts and music: an empirical

study that examines sound and

construction materials to which

Francois himself is participating. For

years, Miquel wanted to organize an

exhibition at the Museu de la Mùsica:

the desires of Catalan collaborators,

the brothers Baschet and the present

director of the l Museu, Oriol

Rossinyol, have converged. Rossinyol

had already worked with the

instrumentarium pedagogico of the

Baschet in the late 1980s.

Most artworks in the exhibtion belong

to the Baschet Foundation, with

which we are starting a collaboration,

as well as with the Music Museum.

Other artworks in the exhibitions are

by François or by Bernard, while the

‘Instrumentarium pedagogico was

provided by Frédéric Bousquet. The

exhibition will also feature a prototype

from the Kit Multitimbrico realized

here at the Laboratory as well as a

Cristal built by Miquel Calvet and his

students from the IES a Castellar of

Vallès.

Barbara Sansone: Was Bernard

involved in this enterprise?

Martí Ruids: Yes, of course, however,

at some point in his life he started to
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work primarily on pedagogic

applications and on music therapy.

The brothers decided to take different

paths. Bernard got married, built a

family, and settled in Paris, while

François decided to have a more

adventurous life, traveling around the

world, directing laboratories virtually

everywhere and getting to know

artists and thinkers. He went to the

universal exposition in Osaka in 1970,

fought in World War II and went after

the Nazi in Argentina. Even if it

appears that François focused more

on the sound sculpure, his work has

not been less pedagogical than

Bernard’s.

When we went to meet Bernard in

Paris and we explained to him what

we were planning, he looked very

happy. For this occasion, the brothers

agreed to meet after all this time

(Now Bernard is 93 and Francois is 91).

Bernard opened his archive for us:

fortunately, maybe because he is an

engineer, it is much more orderly than

his brother’s.

Barbara Sansone: At the Music

Museum one can watch the

documentary Baschet: The
Transfiguration of Daily Life. Did you

participated in its realization?

Martí Ruids: No. I think there are

about four documentaries on the

brothers Baschet. This is the only one

that didn’t required us to pay huge

copyright fees. The director, Eric

Marin, is professor at UCLA. We took

care of the subtitles and obviously we

agreed to let him have them.

Barbara Sansone: The exhibition is

beautiful. However, I think it has a few

shortcomings typical of traditional

exhibition spaces. Among others, it is

not very clear that the concerts in the

program are very participative spaces:

when we came we were able to play

improvised peaces realized by us and

by the public in-between each

explanation. It’s a pity that the

museum does not underlines the

importance of such an innovative

format, a format that today is highly

needed.

Martí Ruids: … and by the way this is a

format that has always been used by

François; at the end of the 1950s he

was doing these performances at

MoMA so much so that from then on,

the exhibitions have gone from the

“don’t touch” policy to “please play”.

François wants that the public had the
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opportunity to touch and play, and

not just watch, his instruments at any

time. Unfortunately, in museum’s

environments, this is not possible

unless someone is there to invigilate.

For me, if something breaks, it is

always possible to fix it. it is an

approach that I prefer to creating a

great distance between the public

and the artwork. For instance, in this

period there is an exhibition at the

museum of Contemporary Art in

Chicago, with works by Tinguely and

the brothers Baschet. They can be

touched on specific days only, when

they are invigilated. They are being

treated like historical works that need

to be preserved.

We have a different logic as we build

these instruments and we want them

to be played by whomever. In any

case, the Museum is very satisfied

with the workshops we have

conducted during the exhibition with

kids, and persons with disabilities. It is

clear that it is interested in becoming

more interactive, in getting closer to

its public, in offering activities and not

just placing the artworks for display

only.

Barbara Sansone: Why do you think

that these instruments work so well

with people with disabilities?

Martí Ruids: some of them, for

example, the little ones you saw at the

museum in the dydactics room, are

explicitly built to facilitate their

participation. Normally, the

instruments are built with accessibility

in mind, and with the goal to be less

intimidating than the traditional one.

The melodic percussions then work

always well with people with

disabilities, not only because of the

immediacy of gestures they require to

work, but also because of the richness

of a type of sound that captures the

attention and stimulates the curiosity.

With the Cristal, we also wanted to

offer a rich and qualitatively superior

sound, with the minimum effort. With

the violin, for instance, you have to

practice a lot and consistently in order

to be able to obtain a pleasant sound.

With these instruments, on the

contrary, everybody, even a beginner

could produce a beautiful and clean

sound. The response is also physical

and tactile: when you play these

instruments, they vibrate, you are able

to perceive immediately the feedback

of your action on the instrument

directly on your fingers.

You are able to determine if the sound

is loud, if it’s long, if it forms a

crescendo. This aspect is very

interesting for both experienced

musicians and for those who have

never playd an intrument in their life.

People with autism who interact

differently with the external world

realize that their action on the
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instrument affect the external

environment. After a few days you

can see them enjoying it.

Barbara Sansone: Beside the

instruments, François created musical

sculptures and the so-called “miils” …

Martí Ruids: Yes, and the “little

animals” too, which reveal a great

sense of humor. In François’ lab, I even

found little doggies, elephants and

rabbits made out of tin cans

remaining. In his book Les sculptures
sonores, which elucidates the

principles of acoustics in a very

accessible way, you can see works

realized by his students: they are all

very diverse but function by following

the same principles. For instance, one

emits sounds by operating a water

pump.

Then there are the inflatable

instruments too. The first Cristal were

all inflatable, being operated vertically

through whiskers generating harmony

according to the affinities with each

other. sometime later the instruments

became cones and tinfoil’s, but I think

that the inflatable parts have a very

interesting plastic potential with

makes me want to study them

throughout.

Sometime ago Jordi Casadevall

traveled to Japan to meet the Geinoh

Yamashirogumi, a group of experts in

worldwide traditional music, who

discovered that the 
gamelan

 produce

a so-called hypersonic effect, that is,

they produce sounds reaching circa

10.000Hz. these sounds are not

audible but they might probably

affect us in some way, since they

appear to contain the same frequency

of our nervous system. These experts

are interested in finding out whether

these instruments reproduce such

frequency.

As you see, the instruments produced

by the Baschet have almost infinite

potential, and this is exactly what we

want to activate in our lab. By the

way, we are planning to found a

“metaludic” cooperative of musicians

and lutists who can take advantage of

a shared space where to work and to

gather any individual with a desire to

play and listen. For example, we

would like to open our doors once a

week and create an open orchestra

like the gamelan.
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Barbara Sansone: I think they are

telling us that we should leave.

Martí Ruids: Yes, I am always the last

one to leave. Why don’t you play for a

bit while you wait for me to gather my

things?

http://infobaschetbcn.blogspot.com/

http://francois.baschet.free.fr/

http://www.baschet.org/

http://www.structuresonore.eu/

http://www.micheldeneuve.com/

http://tinyurl.com/3dls7dg
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Koen Vanmechelen. Chickens, Chicks and
Experimental Subjects

Silvia Casini

During the international arts

exhibition LIV, International Art

Exhibition in Venice, the Belgian artist

Koen Vanmechelen installed a

“laboratory” at the Istituto Veneto di

Scienze Lettere ed Arti, Palazzo

Loredan, one of Venice most

renowned buildings. It is a new stage

of the artist’s research on fertilization

of arts and science, a project that

Vanmechelen has been pursuing since

the beginning of his career using all

sorts of materials and techniques â�”

sculpture, video, photography,

multimodal installations, drawing.

The Cosmopolitan Chicken Project
(CCP) is an experiment begun in 1989,

the year the Berlin Wall fell, with the

purpose to create generations of

hybrid chickens through the

crossbreeding of regional specimens

with international ones. 14 hybrid

generations have been created so far.

The key point of the project pivots

around the question on a (supposed)

cultural and biological diversity.

Everything starts from the chicken,

whose different regional breeds are

present in almost each of the 7,000

existing cultures.

The chicken created after six months

of crossbreeding will be a Mechelse
Fayoumi specimen. By the way, not all

the existing species of chicken have

been involved in the project â�” for

example, African species have not

been considered, apart from those

coming from Egypt, due to legal

impediments forbidding chicken

exportations. As a result of it, the

chicken created by Vanmechelen,

named Superbastard, will not be as

cosmopolitan as it was conceived.
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Koen Vanmechelen‘s interventions in

the fields of science, ethics,

philosophy and social researches are

also clear in the second stage of the

project involving the Open University

of Diversity and revolving round his

studies carried out in Hasselt. This city

is a meeting place of ideas where

Vanmechelen studies biological and

cultural diversity supported by a

network of institutions (universities,

private institutions and professionals).

Specifically, beside the project on the

chicken, three more researches are

proposed in Venice, and they can all

be enjoyed in real time. The results of

such researches will be recorded in a

virtual library.

Human development is always

influenced by biological, cultural, and

social factors. In Venice, the art

historian Ines Dewulf will be carrying

out for six months an anthropological

study in the same space where

Vanmechelen’s installation is

displayed. Such study considers the

CCP as its starting point, and its goal

is to analyse the social implications

the crossbreeding project can

produce. The second project his held

by Piet Stinissen, professor of

medicine at the University of Hasselt,

who will oversee a study on facial

symmetry and attractiveness in

children as a result of biological

differences from parents. The third

project will be overseen by the

biologist Tom Aerts who will compare

the Venice flatworm population living

in Canal Grande with that from the

Hoge Kempen National Park in

Belgium in order to identify salient

differences.

According to what Studio Barengo

emphasises, with which Vanmechelen

has realized some important glass

sculptures for the exhibition

Glasstress 2011, egg and chicken are

the key subjects of the Belgian artist.

The installation Born in Venice,

conceived as an ever-evolving

laboratory, introduces a new species

in the world of contemporary art, and

it continuously pushes the audience

to interact with the field of research

through a network of computers

placed in the library of Palazzo

Loredan.
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Vanmechelen‘s installation is a real

disillusionment for those who expect

to experience stunning or terrifying

images the way it happens in

experimentations involving arts and

science. This installation is

intentionally minimalist â�” a series of

Macintosh stations on each table of

Palazzo Loredan’s library, an incubator

with eggs, two screens placed in the

adjoining venues and transmitting on

streaming the newborn chickens and

the two specimens that gave birth to

them.

We can find an headrest placed

before some of the Macintosh

stations, a sort of memory coming

from the 18th century when such

devices were used for the stability of

the poses. But you can still find them

in X-Ray laboratories. These simple

headrests take the partaker into the

installation’s ambivalence â�” on one

hand it is a science laboratory where

the subject is literally part of the

research development, and on the

other hand it is a photography, a self-

portrait just with a click.

The exhibition has a double appeal â�”

first, the visitor is actively involved in

the installation as intentional

experimental subject for one or more

projects contributing to collect

genetic data on races. Such data will

be used by the researcher to carry out

an independent study on biological

and cultural diversity. Visitors can

access to the results, verify in real

time the responses given by other

visitors, and interact one another with

discussion forums. Some of the

answers given to the “How-woul-

-you-describe-your-identity” question

are really bizarre like “Melancholic,

European, family man” and so on.

Second, this installation emphasises

the permeability of boundaries

between arts, science, and social

research, against the belief that

contemporary art can sometimes be

hallow the way it may happen during

big art exhibitions (or even festivals).

An artist and the beauty of his work

almost fade away in Vanmechelen‘s

installation, and they leave scope to

visitors, discussions and the beauty of

ancient books of Palazzo Loredan’s

library.
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During the short break between

questions, the visitor remembers the

famous question “What came before;

the chicken or the egg?” Aristotle’s

answer was based on the theory of

strength and actuality. Visiting the

exhibition at Palazzo Loredan,

chickens only appear on the screens,

while eggs, protected in a cage and

constantly monitored, would open in

a short time. That is a magic moment,

it is slow, hard. The artist Bill Viola has

made such moment immortal in his

memorable movie on personal

identity, based on paying attention to

nature, 
I do not know what it is I am

look like
.

Ines Dewulf, sitting at one of the

library’s table, ensures the most

sensitive visitors about the chickens’

future. She explains that the whole

project has to be seen as a metaphor

because what’s displayed is just

chickens and eggs. That’s why we

have to “put them on” a philosophy of

identity and race.

But I think that there is no need to

add that. 

Born in Venice

 already is

everything it needs to be – chickens,

eggs, experimental subjects, the

beauty of the scenario where the

installation is displayed, and a solid

research. In 

Born in Venice

, Koen

Vanmechelen moves with grace,

lightness and a little bit of irony

between arts and science. It is a field

where artists often take themselves

too much seriously. At the ground

floor, before the exit of Palazzo

Loredan, among the Panteon’s marble

busts of eminent artists, politicians,

scientists, and literattes, suddenly

appears a marble cock. This symbol of

the 

CCP

 almost seems to wink at the

visitors.

http://www.koenvanmechelen.be/
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Art and Networked Culture. Tallin And The New
Media Art
Mathias Jansson

The Culture Capital of Europe 2011 is

Tallinn in Estonia and the biggest art

exhibition during this year has been

“Gateways: Art and Networked

Culture” at KUMU Art Museum. For

the occasion the German curator

Sabine Himmelsbach has collected

some of the most interesting New

Media Art artists from Europe asEva e

Franco Mattes, Aram Bartholl,

Thomson & Craighead, Sašo Sedlaček,

Julius Popp, Christina Kubisch, Les

Liens Invisiblesto mention some of

the 27 participators.

It shouldn’t really be a surprise that a

big exhibition about network culture

happens in Tallinn since Estonia is one

of the few countries in the world

where access to internet is a human

right. About 90% of the population has

access to internet and last year 90% of

the citizen used internet to make

there taxes on-line.

Tallinn is also ranked as one of the

most accessible cities in the world,

with a lot of free WiFi-spots. The fact

that Tallinn’s cityscape is full of

invisible information, are conditions

that many of the artists has taken

advantage and inspiration of in the

exhibition.

In the museum entrance Thomson &

Craighead has created the Tallinn
Wall

. A wall with posters made from

status updates from Twitter and

Facebook accounts with connection

to Tallinn. And in Christina Kubisch
Electrical Walk Tallinn

 the visitor can

take a stroll in the city and listen to

invisible sounds from electric
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magnetic devices as ATM, electrical

cabinets, buses etc.

The visualization of hidden

information is one of the major theme

in the exhibition and the most

beautiful example of this is Julius

Popps work Bit.Fall. From different

news portals the most frequent

headlines are collected. Mounted in

the roof is a water-printer which

prints these words with help of water

drops, as old bitmap fonts. During

some seconds you could read the

word falling down from the roof,

before the gravity rips the word apart

and it’s scattered on the floor. The

water is recycled and used again to

create new words in and endless loop,

in the same ways these news portals

constantly are feeding us with new

news. It’s easy to be stuck in front of

Pops word-falls, since it’s both

beautiful and meditative.

Another theme in the exhibition is the

reuse of information and mash-up.

There is no lack of information in

today’s society. If you want to make

your own newspaper or TV-channel

on the Internet you don’t have to

write and produce your own material,

instead you can select and assemble

information from different sources.

Marc Lee‘s TV-BOT 2.0 – World News
As Soon As It Happens! is an example

of a netbased TV-channel which

collect news from different sources

and mash-up them into a new

channel.

In Real-Time Family, Hanna Haaslahti

uses a similar technique to create a

photo album for an average virtual

family based on pictures uploaded by

users on flickr.com. The pictures are a

snapshot and a real-time document of

what average people are doing.

One of the exhibitions most

memorable works are

Boredomeresearch’s Real Snail Mail.
By entering the web page

http://www.realsnailmail.net, you can

send a mail to a friend, but you never

know when it arrives. First the mail

lands in a 1×5 meter artificial garden

build in the exhibition hall where the

messengers are living, i.e snails with a

chip attached to their shells. When a

snail passes over a disc with the text

”collect” the mail is loaded on the

snails chip, and when its later, much

later, passes a disc with the text

“send” the mail is finally sent to the

receiver.
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We are used that a mail is sent at an

instant around the world, but Real
Snail Mail remains us of a time when

messages was delivered by real

messengers. So when you got the

opportunity to send a message with a

physic messenger its feels both

exclusive and personally, even though

the messenger is a snail. And no, the

mail which I sent in the beginning of

July has still not arrived.

One of the Estonian artists in the

exhibition Gateways is Ivar Veermäe

(b. 1982). Veermäe lives and works in

Tallinn and Berlin. In his art he uses to

investigate the relationships between

different groups in public spaces

often with help of new technique. We

asked Veermäe about his work Don´t
be evil which is a collaboration with

an other Estonian artist Karel

Koplimets.

Mathias Jansson: I Don’ t be evil, in
which you have used Googles tools

My Maps to erase all commercial ads

and signs in the cityscape of Tallinn?

Ivar Veermäe: I Don’t be evil is an

unofficial slogan of Google Inc.,

proposed by one of its lead engineers

Paul Buchheit. It is a part of Google’s

corporate policy, which has the

leitmotif that it should be possible to

make (lots of) money without doing

(much) evil. We are using their slogan

and also technology � My Maps to

investigate if the rules of Google´s

policy of “freedom of information”

could be bent. The main idea is an

attempt to reconquer urban space as

public platform for exchange and

participation.

I think that in the era of “ubiquitious

computing” when boundaries

between private and public are

completely blurred, public space

could be redefined as an accessible

space. But the discussion about

private and public distracts the

attention and issues related to

ownership and usability of

information is often ignored. Also

city-space of Tallinn (and other cities)

is very controlled and organized, by

default urban spaces are something

that could be consumed but you

could not to add something of our

own.

In our experiment we try to point out

the possibilities to create some own

rules inside the environment.

Important in this work is also the

aspect, that the all the advertisements

are erased � we refer with this to the
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hidden advertising mechanisms in

internet (i. e. used by Google).

Mathias Jansson: Estonia has by

tradition a rather conservative art

scene, so how is the situation for New

Media Art?

Ivar Veermäe: In general, Estonia as a

small country, has a relative small art

scene and some of the artists are

working with New Media. But I think,

that soon we could witness a second

wave of (New) Media Art. In the 90-ies

there was boom in video art and in

net.art in some extent also in Estonia.

Now almost everyone, also artist are

using internet on daily basis and I

think that they are starting to realize

its potentials and threats.

Another tendency I see in Estonia is a

beginning of a centralization process

in internet rune by state and also

private companies. Various state

activities are concluded in e-state

program, which makes on one hand

things easier to handle (e-finance, e-

elections etc.) but on the other hand it

gives a huge data-bank to state. In

private sector one big media company

is now trying to push the Apple-

model (you must pay for everything in

internet) to be web-media standard in

Estonia.

Mathias Jansson: Where and in which

context is it possible to see New

Media Art in Estonia today?

Ivar Veermäe: In Estonia the New

Media projects are often connected to

other disciplines, like dance, theatre,

music, performance. For exhibitions

there is no gallery showing only New

Media art, because there are too few

artist working only in this field. But

good places to see contemporary art

in Tallinn are EKKM Museum, City

Gallery of Tallinn, Hobusepea Gallery,

Art Hall of Tallinn and KUMU,

occasionally there are also exhibitions

dealing with New Media. Also in the

Culture Factory Polymer are

sometimes New Media-based

projects. And theatres like Von Krahl,

no99 and contemporary dance

oriented Kanuti Gildi Saal are often

using in their plays quite interesting

technical solutions.

An other person with good insight in

the Estonian contemporary art scene

is Anders Härm, curator at Tallinn Art

Hall and one of the founder of EKKM

(Contemporary Museum of Art,

Estonia). We asked Härm about the

history of EKKM and what the
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Estonian art scene need to prosper in

the future.

Mathias Jansson: Can you tell me why

EKKM was founded and for what

purpose?

Anders Härm: EKKM was founded in

2007 for several reasons. There was a

need for a contemporary art museum;

there was lack of space for

contemporary art that we wanted to

exhibit. We wanted to create a place,

first and foremost, an institution. It

started out perhaps as a prank but it

very soon became something more

serious. The aims are ambitious. EKKM

can be perceived as a certain

counter-public institution that

includes many traits inherent to

normative public institutions, but its

goal is to conceive of another kind of

institutionalism.

The EKKM is a kind of self-instituting

method, the task of which should be

to function, in the context of the

normal public, as a “perverse” non-

conventional concept of the public. A

separate task is to create a strange

concept of a museum as such. On the

one hand to occupy the position of

the missing museum of contemporary

art, and on the other, to constantly

ask what a museum of contemporary

art should or could really be like. What

is it that makes a museum a museum

and what kind of museum is actually

possible?

Mathias Jansson: PWhat about the

alternatively art scene in Tallinn?

Anders Härm: I think its very

interesting, lively and active scene.

Interesting artists and some very good

undertakings in addition to EKKM 

project space MÄRZ, for example. The

lack of money doesn’t reflect

adequately the potential of the art

scene but the bad conditions of public

financing and the complete lack of

commercial gallery system are the

things that characterise the field, that

is for sure.

To ask the question of alternatively

you have to ask “to be alternative to

what?” There has to be something you

must be able to call “the norm”. But in

Estonia nothing is very normative,

even Kumu is operated on a very

weird basis for a huge

representational national gallery;

there are no granted finances for

exhibitions for example. Kunsthalle

Tallinn where I have worked for ten

years suffers from the same problems.

The understanding of a fee-based

public art scene is very new, the old

soviet structures that have remained

try to control the system and to run it

on their own terms, the lack of money

and understanding is seen

everywhere. What we want is in many

ways the normality, to pay our staff

fair wages and our artists a fee, and

this is very alternative in the Estonian
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context.

For two years we have now been

supported by the Culture Capital

project and that has really helped us

to achieve many goals. If we manage

to keep the level of professionalism

and the anarchistic vitality onwards,

we would be very happy. But if we will

not get further support from the

cultural ministry or the city for our

general activities and we are stuck

again with only “anarchistic vitality”,

then it will not work. Hopefully we

have become unavoidable part of the

art scene by the end of this year and

we can continue our further project of

self-instituting.

Mathias Jansson: And what about the

situation for New Media Art?

Anders Härm: The EKKM have in our

collection a very nice new media

piece Polyphonic Passport Photo, by

Reimo Võsa Tangsoo, Shawn 

Pinchbeck and Sulo Kallas, that

translates your passport photo into

sound and colours. And EKKM

nominated Timo Toots, whoseMemopol vol 2

 is a huge hit at theGateways

 for EKKMs art award Köler

Prize this year. He didn’t win the main

price, but I think we have quite a

number of interesting new media

artists. New Media art is in relative

periphery everywhere, Estonia is no

different. The main problem of the

new media artists everywhere is that

they are too concerned about the

media and too little what to do with it.

But good art always stands out.

Mathias Jansson: So what would it

take to make Estonia a successfully

art scene in Europe?

Anders Härm: To overcome the

provincialism that is located very

strongly in every minds. To open itself

up to the world and stop this

overprotecting inwards directed

cultural politics and nationalist

protectionism, conservatory attitudes

in relation to culture. And we need

more money, of course

http://www.goethe.de/ins/ee/prj/gt

w/enindex.htm

http://www.ivarveermae.com/

http://ekkm-came.blogspot.com/
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Parallel Worlds. The Mysterious Doron Golan
Michael Szpakowski

“The Hasidim have a saying about the
world to come. Everything there will
be arranged just as it us with us. The
room we have now will be just the
same in the world to come; where our
child lies sleeping it will sleep in the
world to come. The clothes we are
wearing we shall also wear in the next
world. Everything will be the same as
here – only a little bit different” –
Walter Benjamin, “In the Sun” (trans.
Rodney Livingstone)

Doron Golan has been making short

movies using the QuickTime format

for over thirteen years. For most of

this period he has been posting his

work to the internet. He was a pioneer

of net video and his work is

profoundly marked by its digital

facture and its presence on the net. I

believe it to be a body of work of

great significance – fearless, rich,

human and often profound.

It varies widely in subject matter and

technique from early experiments in

abstraction or appropriation

(including html page ‘installations’,

where two or more of small videos are

embedded in a single html page) to

medium scale quasi narrative pieces,

portraits, documentaries and

landscapes. All these categories are

provisional and permeable, for the

various techniques and subjects

shade into each other. (The

landscapes often have people in

them, in the midst of rituals; of

mourning, prayer, singing, bathing,

combing hair, feeding pigeons or

looking at or making art).

Different kinds of appropriation (and

tribute) recur throughout, naturally as
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breath or heartbeat. Remix (The
Perfect Human � the 6th Obstruction,

an addendum to Von Trier’s set of

variations upon the Jørgen Leth

original), homage or ‘influence worn

knowingly’ ( of Beckett, Warhol, Goya,

of silent cinema) and, most curious, a

sort of public set of notes to himself

where Golan simply re-films work by

Bill Viola

In the past few years he has been

obsessively exploring the application

of a limited range of effects to

portraits (often with a mythical or

biblical dimension) and landscapes.

The most recent work focuses almost

exclusively on the After Effects “echo”

effect (similar to ghosting but more

substantial, whereby each moving

element on the screen triggers

multiple repeats in time – a static

background stays static).

A person walking or a car driving

becomes a line of people, a line of

cars. Without seeing it, it’s difficult to

convey the sense of the various

magical dislocations that this simple

device is made to yield.

It might sound as if I am suggesting

Golan is an outsider or naïf, absolutely

not the case. All his work involves the

careful deployment of a sophisticated

technical and conceptual arsenal.

What intrigues me, though, is what he

allows to be finally made manifest to

his viewer.)

Explanations

There are no explanations in the world

of Doron Golan‘s films. No signposts,

no clues. It’s as if the scene has been

carefully wiped of traces. What is, is.

In one sense the pieces are utterly

transparent � they are mostly clear and

simple – this is what happens, anyone

can see it. But it’s the eschewal or

effacement of any editorialising that

makes them at the same time deeply

mysterious.

To uncover the strange and

wonderful, it’s often enough for Golan

to look hard and carefully and point

the camera. The pyramids or the

Sphinx, a building underneath a torn

tarpaulin and the peripheral everyday

goings-on at the edges of these:

lorries, guards, birds, a cemetery with

mourners, the breeze, traffic. (And

this combination of the monumental

and the everyday evokes historical

time in both its terror and its banality.

Birds just like that fussed and
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squawked on the top of the Sphinx

when it was new�)

On the other hand, sometimes he

ratchets up the oddness by the

handling of his material – a tiny

helicopter flies like an insect across a

still image of the face of a man which

has been rendered more frozen by the

application of some painterly

Photoshop filter; a shot of a hat on a

wet floor suddenly appears in green

tint in an otherwise entirely black and

white film; the cutting obeys private

and internal rhythms rather than any

duty to fact or narrative…

We feel things to be symbolic; they

look like symbols. The difficulty is we

don’t know symbols of what. Often

there’s a tiny (but resonant � oh, and I

know it’s a cliché, but I can’t resist

invoking the butterfly effect) touch on

the tiller. Slow motion, reversal, single

off-the-shelf visual effects (and if a

student of mine used such a limited

palette in the obsessive way Doron

Golan does I would have a word, but

Doron Golan wields it as a virtuoso

surgeon does scalpel, needle and

thread) are deployed to help us look

hard and think harder.

Pinpricks�jolts�prods. So we look hard,

think harder and hence feel – not

routinely but freshly and awkwardly –

as if awakening to a new world.

In Canal we see an intersection in

New York and the traffic which flows

through it. Actually, that’s not the first

thing we see – that is a woman with

blond hair shot portrait style but then

rotated to fit the landscape format of

the film. No explanation. She vanishes

and we see traffic. The film is slowed

down and reversed , but not slowed

down evenly – it slowly grinds to a

halt. At first I thought this was

manipulation of the speed of the film

but now I believe it to be the stop-

start motion of the small segment

used for the piece. What do you think?

Look!

Half way through the action starts to

run forwards and accelerates back to

where we started. But we don’t see

the woman because the file contains

in turn the woman, two instances of

the traffic footage, one backwards
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and one forwards and it is then

looped within the html page. So the

file plays once through and then

effectively repeats itself, but the

woman does not appear again until

after the second “forward motion”

cycle. Again, look!

There is something childlike about the

intense and consuming engagement

with a single subject, an obsessive

attention where all is freighted with

significance. And let me be quite clear

� ‘childlike’ is praise. I mean: a state of

disinterested but passionately hungry

looking.

This sense characterizes, too, Golan’s

editing. Almost random playfulness –

of testing, if necessary, to a kind of

destruction; again, the child. Things

start, something interrupts,

something resumes. The forward

motion of time is denied. No illusion

of continuity attaches to the body’s

movement. Everyday logic is

constantly refused

In After the Revolution, a portrait of

the singer David Rovics, there is a

false start, followed by some direction

from Golan. “Aha!”we think, “no fourth

wall, self-referentiality and

knowingness!” but then the rest of the

video turns out to be a

straightforward and well mannered

recording of a utopian political song.

Which song, we now realize, as it

politely unfolds, is much stranger still

than what we were initially led to

expect from the movie. The eye!

Portraiture

Some of the pieces are the simplest of

portraits � face-on recordings of

individuals. Golan’s awareness of

recent art history (and I want to say:

Doron Golan‘s awareness tout court,

his curiosity, sensitivity to the worlds

about him, to institutions, to cultural

and other activities, to the marginal

and dispossessed) is a constant

presence in his work, so one can see

the Warhol screen tests as clear

antecedents.

Here, though, it’s as if any trace of the

conceptual had been removed � the

nod to art history is there but once

we’re past that (and we’re past it

quickly) we’re doing an unfashionable

thing, with an outmoded concept –

peering into a soul.

There’s an ecstatic quality to many of

the portraits � in Sorin at AP Artists
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Proof the fixed camera mercilessly

focuses on an individual for over four

minutes. There’s a smack of cruelty to

it � the subject, a middle aged man

with learning difficulties, adopted into

an Israeli artist’s colony (who is either

wearing a strange hat that resembles

a beekeeper’s or is surrounded by

mosquito netting to top and left)

looks away, smiles nervously, looks

back.

He increasingly searches for

reassurance and meets – we guess –

only the camera’s bleak blank eye. (I

wonder, was Golan behind that

camera or did he leave it running with

instructions to the subject and move

away?). The ecstasy here is one of

discomfort (of wanting, but waiting,

to scratch a luxuriant itch) for the

subject, but of discovery for us. I find

this piece almost unbearably moving.

In Ganesha, Golan turns the camera

on his brother Ofer, who sings a Hindu

religious chant. Here the ecstasy is

religious or at the least that of total

mental and physical commitment to

an important task. In its equivalent

but different force it’s a most apt

companion piece to Sorin. Other

pieces are portraits in the sense that

we watch an individual going about

their – usually somewhat idiosyncratic

– business .

There’s the juggling Rabbi of The 9th
Allegro (It sounds comic, like a variety

turn, and truthfully there is an

element of this; Golan’s work is rarely

solemn or po-faced. But there is

dignity too and skill and joy – ecstatic

communion with, and defiance of,

gravity).There’s Boaz Eliash and his

pet crow in 
Tale of Crow,

 or the

miniature keyboard playing Haifa

tramp, Joseph, in 
Hobo Joseph Haifa

 .

In many of the fictional pieces, too,

the face is key – the lugubrious and

mobile Theodore Bouloukos as he

mimes and dances, shirtless, through

Try Jah Love or eats a last meal in Last

Supper under the watchful eye of a

Stan Laurel figure half his size – his

executioner, or jailer or his fool; the

luminous sensuality of the face and

hair of Joanne Gordon in 3 Majos: La

Maja Desnuda. And whether it’s that

Golan chooses to film those with rich

and interesting faces etched out by

life or whether his subtle art seeks out

just those features in potential and

ennobles them, or both, it’s difficult to

tell.
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Parable

There’s something of the parable in

much of this work. The titles alone:

Last Supper, One lot for the lot of man

and of beast, Till Joseph flies to hide

the biting tears, Uniqueness of a
Prayer on Temple mount suggest this,

but it’s the simplicity, heightenedness

and the feeling of inevitability of how

the pieces unfold, combined with

their inexhaustibility – I come back

and back to them – that confirms it.

As with the question of ‘symbol’ so

with ‘parable’ too – one feels one

could grab an unequivocal meaning

so easily but it hovers there, always

just out of reach. (And although Golan

never explicitly references Kafka it

seems to me there is a deep kinship in

precisely this quality.)

Fellow Feeling

There’s a marked fellow feeling for

other artists. For the work of being

artist, interpreter, teller of stories,

singer, dancer, shaman . Goya, Doron

Golan‘s friend Meir Pichhadze, Bill

Viola, Beckett, Nam June Paik. A huge

generosity of spirit but an unequivocal

expectation of reciprocity too – a

tradition of work that may be referred

to, built upon or shamelessly

plundered and the spoils placed

before us for our inspection.

More

There’s much more to be said. Next

time I’ll look in some detail at a single

recent work by Golan. I’m mindful that

there are whole thematic and

technical areas I’ve only touched upon

� humour is one and an extremely

individual approach to sound and

music another. I’m running out of

space. Until next month, go and take a

look for yourself.

http://the9th.com
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Web Aesthetics. Vito Campanelli And The
Media Aesthetics

Pasquale Napolitano

We live in a world of rapidly evolving

digital networks, but within the

domain of media theory, which

studies the influence of these cultural

forms, the implications of aesthetic

philosophy have been sorely

neglected, despite more than ten

years of web design and web-based

works.

Vito Campanelli – media theorist and

lecturer at the University of Naples –

L’Orientale, “Neural” contributor,

freelance curator and promoter of

events in the domain of digital culture

in collaboration with MAO – Media &

Arts Office, explores network forms

through the prism of aesthetics and

thus presents an open invitation to

transcend the inherent limitation of

the current debate. Web is the

medium that, more than any other, is

stimulating the worldwide

dissemination of ideas and behaviour

and Vito Campanelli observes a few

important phenomena of today, thus

laying the foundations for an organic

aesthetic theory of digital media.

Campanelli’s dissonant remarks are

collected in his latest essay “Web

Aesthetics” (NAI Publishers, 2010,

English). Fromhis analysis a

continuum of fascination and a

continuous intersection among

diverse communication levels

emerge; thus a crucial contribution to

the wide, as well confused, debate on

net art and, more in general, on

network worlds. A book which has

shaken (and is still shaking) field

experts: by dealing with the analysis

of new media through a different

perspective linked to the

aestheticization of reality; by

identifying a series of idiosyncrasies,

rituals and paradoxes of the network

through a diverse range of categories

(social networking, remix,

monolingualism, etc.); by not

considering political and sociological

aspects; thus bridging a gap.
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We are going to debate about that

with the author in Avellino, during the

conferences edited by him and

Leandro Pisano @ Flussi Festival of

New Media Art, which is by now one

of the deepest-rooted realities in the

context of the Italian IT (among the

exhibitors who performed this year

from 24th to 27th August: Kangding

Ray, Peak, Retina.it, Jan Jelinek +

Masaioshi Fujita, Stephan

MathieuDamiano Meacci e Oval

Pasquale Napolitano: As regards your

new book entitledÂ â��Web

Aestheticsâ��, letâ��s start talking

about its coverâ�¦

Vito Campanelli: Design is the best

part of this book! It boasts also a very

pleasant tactile component. I say this

being slightly provocative and not

only, because one of the assumptions

of my book is that nowadays surface

is one of the ultimate elements…

Pasquale Napolitano: How did you

come up with the idea of writing this

book?

Vito Campanelli: My book is a

research that has been undertaking

since 2008 for the l’Istitute of

Network Cultures of Rotterdam, a

prominent cultural and research

institute comparable more or less to

the Italian Polytechnic University.

Itâ��s the first attempt to mould all

those observations which in the last

years have lead to study the most

significant manifestations within the

Web, aesthetic expressions across

which itâ��s possible to stumble by

dealing with digital networks.

Trying to apply some postulates of the

aesthetic thought to web was my

original fascination, but very soon I

expanded my research field beyond it,

by embracing also a series of digital

tools, like digital cameras and mp3s,

and mobile devices that will be

handier and handier. I could define my

research strategy: â��the present

everyday lifeâ��.
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Pasquale Napolitano: In my opinion

this is right the trademark of your

work…

Vito Campanelli: For me it was vital

filling a gap that all over the years has

been humiliating the cultural debate

on this subject, as well the new media

theory on its whole; in the attempt to

formulate a different theory which

considers the aesthetic categories.

Even only to bring its inadequacy and

unreliability to light as far as the

extent of the observed phenomenon

concerns.

Most of the material I consulted for

this work seemed inadequate to

create an essay on the aesthetic role

played by new media, because it

lacked any references to the classical,

modern and even postmodern

theories. As though new media rose

from nowhere and not from the

continuum of human thought; and as

if we could talk about specificity in

the absence of a reference frame.

Another assumption all the

publications I consulted have in

common is that aesthetics influences

computing, but according to me itâ��s

just the opposite: the aesthetic

experience is influenced through

computing. In order to understand

how, I immediately realized that I had

to identify myself with those

processes in which the digital

perception paves the way to new

forms of aesthetic experience, a new

aesthetic sense which is catching on

throughout society by creating

unprecedented cultural

manifestations.

Pasquale Napolitano: Which dynamics

did you identify?

Vito Campanelli: Basically, the themes

are two: aestheticization of

realityÂ and diffusion of web forms on

a global scale. Two paths: society and

web. This could puzzle all those

people who expected a text on the

Web and instead, they will find a book

which ranges over a wide variety of

phenomena that appear outside it,

but which in my opinion are guided by

the Web itself.In particular, people

who expected a book on web design

are going to be disappointed, because

itâ��s a common mistake for those

who mix aesthetics up with design.

The assumption is: new media follow

an underlying trend, i.e., the

progressive aestheticization of reality,

which for now goes unnoticed

through the present-day society. New

media and web are becoming the

engine for this process by

disseminating ideas and behaviour

that find in the aesthetic strategy the

key to enter into the common sense:

web has taken over from TV as main

medium within society.
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Pasquale Napolitano: Your theories

seem to take the shape of aÂ a pars
destruens…

Vito Campanelli: It’s easier to destroy

than to create, even because I’ve

always been convinced that

aesthetics is the most powerful

answer to the violence of modern

mass communication. If we want this

to happen, certain conditions must

take place. The first one: developing

an awareness of how communication

systems work, an active and fighting

aesthetics through which users can

evolve from sacrificial victims of the

media arena, into individuals able to

generate aesthetic strategies

alternative to those of hegemonic

groups who, by dominating the scene

of media life, dominate the meaning

of our life too.

That’s the reason why I’m not

interested in policies which create the

Internet as we know it, but I rather

prefer focusing on the nature of

relationships between human beings

and web, therefore I don’t

concentrate on socio-economic needs

that push some layers of the society

towards creative needs, but rather I

try to understand which is the nexus

between creative act and human-

machinic subjectivity.

My aim consists in encouraging a

greater awareness as regards the

dynamics of digital network by

interpreting the web aesthetic

experience as an abandon to an

aesthetic flow that, fuelled by a logic

implied by digital technologies, tends

to encompass the present-day life. My

priority was to fully understand which

are the terms of relationships among

human beings, machinic blocks and

aesthetic perception.

This issue made me all a series of

matters postpone, some of them of

highest importance, as for example

the concentration of contents in large

databases, as well the fact that, in

order to interact with such a

complexity, there’s no other way but

to do it through an opaque tool like

search engines.
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Pasquale Napolitano: Letâ��s debunk a

series of clichÃ©s, like the one which

claims that web is an explosion of

creativity and innovation…

Vito Campanelli: Repetitive behaviour

plays an essential role nowadays.

Even in this case, trying to imagine

antagonistic behaviour without having

a proper awareness of how these

repetitive patterns work, it’s like

piloting an aircraft without having

ever performed and logged an hour

on a flight simulator. The

consequences would be devastating.

Nowadays aesthetics is the bone of

contention and by its means we’re

asked to comply with behaviour and

lifestyles.

In order to counter this trend, it’s

necessary to pay them back with their

own coin, but not by reproducing the

same contents (maybe with amateur

contents), but by trying to use

aesthetics to disseminate dissonant

messages contrasting the prevailing

ones. This is an aesthetic idea which

refers to Adorno’s one.

I also developed another observation

linked to the repetitiveness of

amateur productions. In particular, I

tried to highlight the trend that in my

opinion is crucial for the present-day

society: the dawn of a new aesthetic

category, the cool one, which comes

into conflict with the classical one of

beauty, an aesthetic typology that

today is completely obsolete. Our life

flows so fast that we have no more

time to waste on judge, a basic

element of the beauty category. This

was replaced by the cool category,

because it takes a few seconds to

joint it: I see something on Facebook,

click “like” and move on.

Pasquale Napolitano: In your essay

you dealt with another thorny issue,

i.e., monolingualism, thus debunking

another western mythâ�¦

Vito Campanelli: The first chapter

deals with the theme of dialogue,

inside and outside the Web, because I

think that communication difficulty

underlies one of the main gaps of the

new media theory. The naivity of

those people, who still believe that

English is a universal language, does

anything but smooth the way to

monolingualism. If we take a look at

statistics, we can easily understand

that monolingual speech communities

(the Chinese or even the Spanish one)

are more than the number of English
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spoken people.

So a series of communities who only

speak to each other formed, and is

still forming, thus generating a kind of

self-referentiality, without then

communicating with the rest of the

world. Theyâ��re some sort of

disconnected islands, that is to say a

paradox for the Web, where itâ��s said

that all is connected. Therefore, even

these communities who prefer

comfort to confront, are paving the

way to monolingualism, this is for

example the case of many blogs that

let only registered people, identified

by blog administrators, leave a

comment, or which maybe donâ��t at

all. This is a shock even to the web

Anglocentric postulate.

Pasquale Napolitano: Your text is

written in English, but it looks steeped

in European humanistic culture…

Vito Campanelli: The second chapter

reveals a typically European need for

linking the Old with the New, this

means: an analysis from the historical

point of view. So, in this chapter I

dealt with the issue of tracing the

aesthetic experience history, unusual

in the Anglocentric field, but just for

this reason it was a conditio sine qua
non. I dealt very much with the

widespread aesthetics along the lines

of texts such as “Estetica degli

oggetti”/”The Aesthetics of

Objects” by Ernesto Francalanci (Il

Mulino, 2006), then I drew on some

insights into the meme theory [1] and

linked them to the network theory,

that I think it’s more interesting,

like Barabási-Albert’s one,a

generative model which actually

explains how networks operate.

I also paid close attention to the

experience of digital network surfing

and to the tools of data storage,

identifying a “latency status” (all the

time sitting in front of the PC, waiting

for a download or data compression,

etc.) as common constant, what has

undoubtedly consequences from an

aesthetic point of view. Moreover, I

also paid close attention to this kind

of desire to store data on net, which

characterizes the present. While I was

analyzing share contents on peer-t-
-peer networks, I asked myself which

values are at stake in these aesthetic

experiences, which I defined

“disturbed aesthetic experiences”.

As regards this theme, I launched a

research project: Beautifully
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Imperfects (

http://beautifullyimperfects.net)

where I debate about this thesis on

the imperfect nature of web aesthetic

experience: web contents are always

the result of a compromise between

weight and quality and due to this,

we’ve got used to a new kind of

aesthetic experience over the years

which it’s just the opposite of that one

of “HI-FI” during the ‘80s. Imperfect

contents, the disturbed aesthetic
experiences, bordering sometimes on

hacking. On this site I ask people to

post these imperfect experiences,

“experienced” while they’re surfing

the Net.

Pasquale Napolitano: One book

chapter is dedicated also to remix:

this is such a vast theme that it can

bring so many opinions, even

antithetical to each others…

Vito Campanelli: From my point of

view, quoting Lev Manovich, we’ve

reached this stage of “deep

remixability”, i.e., a moment in which

everything can be remixed with

everything.

Pasquale Napolitano: What does this

condition imply?

Vito Campanelli: Remix logic has

become the authentic cultural

dominant factor of time. In my book I

merged this concept with that of R.I.Y.

(remix it yourself) which comes from

the classic one, do it yourself, to then

embrace this remix universe. Finally, I

even tried dealing with the limitation

of the ethics concerning the remix

itself.

Pasquale Napolitano: How can

sectarianism, the ghettoization you

described in your text, reconcile with

the trend towards remix, which is

instead a clear symptom of

hybridization?

Vito Campanelli: Monolingualism is

actually an out-and-out paradox that

shows how often there isn’t a real

need to confront oneself in a

dialogical sense. What is preparatory

to develop a new series of

fundamentalisms. I can’t find a

solution to this problem and without a

shadow of a doubt, the opening and

interchange policies promoted by the

European Community are mainly

token solutions. Remix can’t be put on

the same level.

But even in this case we have to ask
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ourselves how many people, of those

who use remix, are willing to confront

themselves, or if maybe they are only

interested in showing their virtuosity

to the inner circle they belong to. So,

even remix often comes to flow into

sectarianism. Furthermore, though it

potentially has endless possibilities,

remix tends to make irrelevant the

most part of its contents due to its

imitation and repeating nature.

Another paradox: though we have

abilities and means, we willfully

choose to repeat the most banal

things.

Pasquale Napolitano: Is this for

example the case of viral videos?

Don’t you think that this is a real

opening and diffusion phenomenon of

practice and contents?

Vito Campanelli: Sure, but

conformism is always just round the

corner. People keep on choosing

videos according to standards, like

“most watched”, “most clicked”,

“coolest”. Only a few people innovate

language, as for example the case of

the vanguards of the twentieth

century. The problem of bottom-up

productions is that, believing to be in

the right, they don’t often deal with

aesthetic aspects: this is a blunder,

above all because there’s a strong

need to improve the critical ability.

Pasquale Napolitano: In your book it

seems evident your use of

methodological criteria, not historical,

but Husserlian-phenomenological. Or

maybe was this fragmentary approach

to new media made on purpose?

Vito Campanelli: Phenomenology

looked the only possible approach to

me: observing reality and trying to tell

it by correlating it with a series of

phenomena, even distant in time.

After the breaking point caused by

postmodernity it seemed absolutely

impossible having a different attitude.

We can’t describe something

definitive, especially if we’re talking

about an ever-changing contest as

the Web.

Pasquale Napolitano:Â Where is this

path, at least for now, leading?

Vito Campanelli:My book ends with

the relationship between human and

machinic subjectivity, where I let a

â��technological hypersubjectâ�� as the

keyrole of current creativity emerge.

And this is then the matter I would

like to talk about later, because I think
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this is the field where aesthetics is

playing its best match for the future.

http://www.vitocampanelli.it/

http://www.flussi.eu/?page_id=695

http://www.mediartsoffice.eu/

Note:

[1] – A meme is the least unit of

information relative to human culture

that can be replicated by a human

mind or a symbolic data storage

device, such as from one book to an

other mind or device. In more specific

terms, a meme is a “self-replicating”

unit of cultural evolution analogous to

a gene, therefore memetics functions

analogously to genetics. This word

was coined by Richard Dawkins, but a

similar concept had previously been

predicted by William S. Burroughs,

when he stated that “language is a

virus”. Memetics is a systemic and

socio-cognitive approach that,

analogously to biological standard

patterns, which explain the similarity

from one generation to another

through genes, proposes that “cultural

inheritance” can be explained through

replicators, i.e., memes.
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Climbing Aesthetics. Libia Castro and Olafur
Olafsson
Elena Biserna

Last June, on the train to Venice, I was

reading with little timingThe Radicant,

Nicolas Bourriaud’s last essay

published already in 2009 by

Sternberg Press. A few hours later, I

was in the charming courtyard of the

Collegio Armeno, which houses the

Icelandic pavilion of the 54th Venice

Biennal: Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson’s

exhibition Under Deconstruction.

In the attempt to rework the debated

not ions  of  mul t icu l tura l i sm,

postmodernism  and  globalization  in

an  aesthetic  framework  and  to

propose  their  overtaking  in  an

“altermodernity”  on  a  global  scale

(built  through  cooperation  and

translation between different cultural

identities),  Bourriaud  outlines  the

traits  of  a  twenty-first  century

aesthetics that he defines “radicant”: a

term that  defines “those plants  that

do not  depend on a  single  root  for

their  growth  but  advance  in  all

directions  on  whatever  surfaces

present  themselves  by  attaching

multiple hooks to them, as ivy does”.

[1]

If the economic globalization, the

increasing mobility and the current

communication possibilities have laid

the foundations of a new

transnational culture (heralding a

spreading standardization and not

free from nationalist or identitarian

revivals), certainly art didn’t remain

indifferent to these dynamics. The

contemporary artist is no longer an

expression of the cultural tradition

he/she comes from, but rather of the

context where he lands and of his

constant mobility. He adapts perfectly

to the soil that temporarily hosts him

in a process of continuous uprooting

and re-rooting.

He relates to the context in dialogic

and intersubjective ways. He responds

to the dematerialization and the

growing precariousness of everyday

experience with equally precarious

ways of thinking and producing. He
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refuses to limit himself to a single

medium and occupies different

disciplines and cultural spheres. “The

artist has become the prototype of

the contemporary traveler, homo
viator, whose passage through signs

and formats highlights a

contemporary experience of mobility,

displacement, crossing”. [2]

“lafur “lafsson & Libia Castro would

seem perfect examples of this

radicant aesthetics: the couple, she

Spanish, he Icelander, have long lived

in Rotterdam and now are based in

Berlin. However, if this mobility was

limited only to biographical data and

did not deeply affect the artists’ work,

the use of this botanical label would

have been quite superficial. But it’s

not like this.

The redefinition of forms, intervention

strategies, media and content on the

basis of the context is one of the most

noticeable features of Castro &

“lafsson’s research. The issues

addressed in their works relate to the

broad dynamics between global and

local, inclusion and exclusion that are

at the core of the political and

economical sphere tout-court (work,

migration, nationality, citizenship…),

but these issues are inflected in very

different ways on the basis of the

local context in which they work. Let’s

take Your Country Doesn’t Exist, one
of the three works that make up the
exhibition in Venice.

It is a project first started in 2003 in

Istanbul, at Platform Garanti CAC, and

then migrated from one country to

another – Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Hungary, Netherlands, Iceland and

United States, among others – taking

on new forms (from graffiti to printed

T-shirts, up to billboards and

television commercials) and new

meanings and associations at each

transmigration.

In Venice, Castro & “lafssonhave

produced a performance that plays

with the stereotypical image of the

lagoon city and, at the same time,

questions the international dimension

of the Biennial itself. An opera singer

passes through the city canals in a

gondola singing a serenade,

accompanied by guitar and trumpet

players. The music was composed by

Karolina EirÃksdÃ³ttir, while the lyrics

were written by the artists

appropriating a text by Antonia

Majaca.
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The exhibition presents the video of

the performance, but the project is

further embodied in a neon writing on

the facade of the exhibition venue

and a painting made, on request of

the artists, by the ambassador of

Iceland with the text “Your country

does exist” (the word “not”, in this

case, is deleted due to the

impossibility of the ambassador to

deny the existence of his country of

origin).

In its various materializations, the

project deals with the issue of

citizenship, thus questioning national

identity in a national pavilion; at the

same time, it intertwines itself with

the city of Venice by reconfiguring

some of its symbols; it sneaks into the

diplomatic dynamics highlighting

them through paradox; it addresses

the user in different languages, as in

airport announcements, thus

revealing how the international

tourist, more than the stable citizen, is

the true inhabitant of a city like

Venice.

The theme of national identity comes

back in the Constitution of the
Republic of Iceland (2008-2011), a

video documenting the choral

performance of the eighty-one

articles that make up the present

constitution produced in cooperation

with the Icelandic television. Like Your
Country Doesn’t Exist, it was created

with the collaboration of composer

Karolína Eiríksdóttir who adapted the

text of the constitution in a piece for

soprano, baritono, chamber choir,

piano and bass.

The project was started after the

financial crisis that hit Iceland in 2008

and assumes an additional

significance in light of the process of

rewriting the constitution through

crowdsourching which is currently

tacking place in the country: an

appropriation and reconfiguration of

the text of greater symbolic (and

legal) significance for the nation state

to return it to a wider audience at a

time of greater participation from

below to the definition of its

foundations.[3]

The third work on display in Venice

was produced last year in Italy, in

Naples. It’s called Exorcizing Ancient
Ghostsand it’s a sound sculpture

installed on the roof terrace of the

exhibition venue. Wires connected to

headphones come out from a

terracotta amphora. Wearing them,

the visitor can listen the voices of two
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couples who, during a sexual act,

recite excerpts drawn from legal,

literary, theatrical and philosophical

Greek texts – from Plato to Aristotle to

Thucydides – focusing on the rights of

women and the stranger’s status. The

voices oscillate from reading the texts

and the physical participation in the

sexual act; a process of negotiation

between the body and the narration’s

instances that makes the revelation of

the deep roots of women’s condition

and Xenophobia issues in Western

culture even more alienating.

Elena Biserna: I would start from

Under Deconstruction because I think

the exhibition perfectly shows many

central aspects of your work. First of

all, the range of media you use: not

only you don’t make any distinction

among different media – adopting,

from time to time, video, sound

recording, performance, ads,

television … – but also, in some cases,

your works are reconfigured and

reworked migrating from one medium

to another.

Constitution of the Republic of
Iceland, for example, was initially

proposed as a performance, then

broadcasted on television, and is now

presented as a video installation. I

suppose that this kind of approach is

related to your education but,

perhaps, is it also the result of a wider

interest in the appropriation and

subversion of cultural and

communication codes (as the

exhibition’s title seems to reveal)?

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: Actually

we do make distinction among

different media, and very consciously,

but we chose to work with more than

one. We went over our background in

the visual arts and we have a

conceptual and multimedia approach.

We are more interested in the

possibility to articulate ideas and

concepts in different media, than in

reflecting only on a particular

medium. This approach allows us to

question different issues and to

problematize and challenge different

contexts: the context in which we

work – the art context – and, as an

extension, other contexts as well, so

to challenge the boundaries of art.

Regarding Constitution of the
Republic of Iceland, it appeared also

several times on radio, before it was

filmed and broadcast on TV. It has

never been played in its entirety

though on the radio but was used, for

example, as theme-music for the
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beginning of a weekly program on

democracy and the constitution. A

separate radio program was also

made about the music piece and the

constitution with interviews with us,

the composer and lawyers and

political scientists.

Elena Biserna:  In one of the essays

included in the catalogue

accompanying the exhibition, Susan

Leeb quotes an expression that you

used to characterize your artistic

strategy: “sweet subversion”[4]. Do

you refer to this appropriation of

different media forcing them from the

inside?

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: “Sweet

subversion” is an expression we

sometimes use to describe our

relationship with context and the

structures that create the context

conditions. As we can see since the

beginning of the 20th century in

Marcel Duchamp and the Avant-

Gardes artists’ work, it’s impossible to

separate art from the platform where

it is created. We don’t think of our

work (at least until now, things may

change!) as an autonomous entity. For

us it is very important to understand

the links among the different

elements that constitute the art

system, the artists within it, its

economy, etc. This immediately

brings you to the rest of society. It’s a

relational aspect.

Elena Biserna: I think that this is very

evident in your exhibitions. In Venice,

the boundaries between the

exhibition context and the city are

really permeable: the performance

Your Country Doesn’t Exists intertwine

the exhibition with the city and, on

the other side, the video puts the

outside in the exhibition space. The

boundaries between what is inside

and outside from the exhibition space

are porous. And I find this a recurring

feature in your way of working

(thinking of 20 minutes  as well).

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson:  Yes, this

is a constant, from the beginning.

Since we started working together,

we tried to understand the

relationship between inside and

outside, thinking that the art context

could give us a platform to work

outside as well.

The piece Your country doesn’t exist
isn’t about the city, but still  portrays

the city and uses the space and also
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the  conceptual  aspects  of  the

representation  of  Venice  in  a  very

specific  way.  Of  course  the  idea  of

using  a  gondola  and  a  serenade,

appropriating this stereotyped image

of  Venice,  comes from the city:  we

wanted to make a public work so we

worked  in  dialogue  with  the  place.

But, for obvious reasons of protection,

speculation,  regulations,  property,

tourism  etc.  making  an  artwork  in

public  space  in  Venice  it’s  not  the

simplest thing, which makes it also a

challenge. And one rainy autumn day,

when a gondola passed us by with a

singer  singing  serenades  for  the

tourists on board, a seed for an idea

was born.

The  performance  was  made  four

times:  twice  in  May  –  we  shot  the

video during these two performances

– and twice during the opening days.

The  gondola  circulated  in  different

parts  of  the  city  and  through  the

Giardini for ca five hours each time. It

was  not  staged  in  a  fixed  place,  it

moved around the city so people may

have  encountered  it  whether  they

were aware of it or not, but also some

people  would  maybe  follow  the

performance for a while, till it maybe

disappeared  round  a  corner  where

you  can ’ t  fo l low  on  foot .  The

recording  of  the  serenade  was  also

broadcasted through a radio platform

created by a Danish artist.

Actually, at first, we had planned also

to broadcast the audio recording of

the performance on the facade of the

Santa Lucia railway station and at the

Giardini, but at the end we couldn’t.

We got verbal permission but, two

weeks before, they withdrew it due to

planned restorations of the entrance

roof. For the Giardini, we had a written

permission to install the work, but

then the organization told us that it

was not possible, without any evident

reason.

We guess the reason is a sort of

hierarchy among the artists working in

the pavilions inside the Giardini and

the others. The Biennale organizers,

on one side, want to open the

exhibition to other countries that may

not fit in the Giardini, but then they

don’t make many efforts to change

the exhibition structure, the Giardini is

an enclosed territory.

Elena Biserna: On the other side,

every time I go to the Venice Biennale,

I find that going to the events and
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pavilions outside from the Giardini or

the Arsenale is the most exciting part

because you have the occasion to

discover beautiful spaces and to

explore the city…

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: What

happens outside of the Giardini goes

in parallel with the structure of the

other Biennals around the world,

many of which work more in the city

occupying different spaces in

dialogue with other urban processes,

histories etc. In my opinion, in Venice

as well, they should open up the

Giardini and remove the fence that

separates them from the city.

Elena Biserna:  Talking about

Biennials: what about your experience

at Manifesta7 in Rovereto? You

produced a work in situ, Caregivers

(2008), and a work in public space,
Uterus Flags (2008). I guess that

experience was different as Manifesta

usually promotes the production of

site-specific works and as the

exhibition curated by Adam Budak

was based on an analysis of public

space dynamics and on more flexible

exhibition strategies

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: Yes of

course it was a different experience,

Manifesta is a young biennial, Venice

is the oldest biennial, their conception

differs 100 years in time! Now we

worked in the frame of the Venice

Biennial, but with our small team to

create a solo presentation, a context

within a context; we were in the

national representations package,

while Manifesta is a big international

collective curated show more

comparable to the curated show in

Venice but, as we say, with a very

different structure.

Manifesta, opposite to Venice, is a

traveling biennial, it needs each time

to recreate its platform in dialogue

and in negotiation with the new host,

with the new conditions and the new

context of the chosen place. In the

case of the national pavilions, that

have to find their site in the city of

Venice, there are similarities again

since you have to work with a given

site which has its own histories,

owners and context within the city

having nothing to do with the Giardini,

the Arsenale or the biennial for that

matter. You have to set up a

temporary infrastructure in a foreign

land.

The things that you encounter in the

city are many – life in its complexity –

and all is certainly not there for the

sake of the exhibition, as in the

Giardini. They have their own life,

motives and purposes. In the city, you

have to find your way through and

negotiate with the people and, of

course, with the market speculation,

that the very Biennial brings in by

expanding into the urban space. So

the question of the space of the city
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and in the city is present in a very

different way than in the fixed

pavilions.

Elena Biserna: We talked about the

range of media you use… Anyway,

songs and music seem to have a

prominent role in the works on display

in Venice and also in Caregivers,

where a newspaper article describing

the phenomenon of foreign so-called

“caregivers” in northern Italy is sung

by a soprano and a chorus of female

voices accompanied by an oboe.

Maybe we could go beyond this and

speak of a more general interest in the

oral performance of written texts, as

in Exorcising Ancient Ghosts. Human

voice is often one of the protagonists

of your works. Where does this

interest stem from?

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: This

interest comes from sound in it self

and then from being interested in

humans and their lives, histories,

conditions etc. But we also wanted to

go beyond the object and to not
objectify and we came across audio as

being, in the context of visual arts, in a

certain way less, or differently,

objectifying than the photograph or

the video image; and also for its

sculptural and material, or immaterial,

qualities; of traveling through space

instead of being fixed in its place, or

just having one line of projection like

video, for example, whose image has

a more fixed format.

We have been working with sound for

a long time: sound was part of the

environments we did during the first

years of our collaboration; then we

used it as a means of intervention in

public space. We usually used

concrete sound in relationship with

space, as a way of shaping it or

intervene in it, more than as a

narrative element.

The  element  of  human  voice  as  a

direct  narrative,  instead,  was  first

u s e d  i n  2 0 0 4 ,  i n  a  s e r i e s  o f

installations  and  as  an  element  of

r e l a t i o n a l  s c u l p t u r e s  c a l l e d

Bosbolobosboco; these are sculptures

where  people  can  sit  or  lie  on  and

listen to storytellings.  We started to

make portraits of migrants and elderly

people in Iceland, undocumented and

political  refugees in the Netherlands

through  their  narrations,  instead  of

their portrayed image. We thought it

would be more interesting to let their

voices and stories become elements
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of  the  space,  of  our  installations  or

sculptures, rather than fixating them

as  images,  objectifying  them.  Their

stories  and  their  voices  were  the

material  and content  we wanted to

work with.

In  Exorcising  Ancient  Ghosts,  the

audio-sculpture installed on the roof

terrace of the Icelandic pavilion, one

of the main interesting aspectsis the

combination  of  the  (abstract)

concrete sexual  voice of the body –

the  bodily  physical  and  emotional

sounds of the couple while having sex

– and the same voice that carries the

narration  reading  the  ancient  texts

simultaneously.  These  two  elements

a r e  s t r o n g l y  j u x t a p o s e d  a n d

intertwined in the act of performing,

bringing  something  al ienated

together and creating a new reading

and  experience  of  both  elements

through their new relation… We don’t

have  to  forget  that  the  content  of

what they are reading reflects on the

body and its identity. They are reading

a collage made of Athenian texts of

the  4th  and  5th  century  B.C.  about

women, foreigners and their relation

and lack of rights in Athens.

Elena Biserna: This strong presence of

the body seems to be a recurring

theme in your work, starting from the

very beginning: I think of Tikk Takk
(1998), a huge glass bottle filled with

excrements and other bodily

excretions…

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: The

work you mention was actually about

the abject qualities of the body, the

abject body: the insides out.[5] It is a

subversive work because it brings out

the detritus of the body, what in our

culture should be hidden. It is a very

important work for us and it was

created through a dialogue and

collaboration with different people:

we worked with the anatomy

museum, we had to go through a

bureaucratic process in the

Netherlands and Iceland to be able to

transport the work… It was not easy.

But also for us, personally and

emotionally, it was challenging. This

work put the body in a critical and

ironic light.
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Elena Biserna: I find that irony and

humour are often important in your

work: do they have any role in

creating a critical feedback in the

audience, in your opinion?

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: Our

projects often reveal all the

absurdities that come out from

different kinds of conflicts. A sort of

healthy humour for disastrous

absurdities, along with the awareness

that these conflicts are often difficult

to be solved. Irony is also a critical

tool, of course, and it is also a feeling

of emancipating from something that

seems to be again and again

impossible to solve. Laughing as an

attempt to survive the sadness

provoked by endless catastrophes,

human injustice and stupidity, by

showing the dark and paradoxical side

of things, the hypocrisy of things.

Maybe, today, we sometimes forget,

in the overflow of commercial media,

that comedians of all kinds have

played and continue to play an

important role in subverting power.

Those comedians inspire us a lot.

Elena Biserna: I would like to come

back the contextual nature of your

work. In an essay on Gabriel Orozco,

the art historian Jean-Pierre Criqui

wrote that, “The artist becomes an

essentially mobile individual whose

peregrinations form the basis of, or at

least influence strongly, the work of

art”. [6] Perhaps we could say

something similar of your work:

themes and form seem to relate

strictly to the particular situations you

find yourself living or working

inÃ�Â¢Ã¢â��Â¬Ã�Â¦

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson:  This is

partly true and there are several

reasons for this. On one hand, this has

to do with the economy of the art

world and artists historically being

traveling figures, performing and

selling their skills to audiences and

mecenas, but, on the other, also with

our personal histories. We came from

two different countries, Iceland and

Spain, and when we started working

together we were living in another

country, the Netherlands. We both
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had the need to understand where we

were coming from and to create

works in these three different places.

On the other side, this is also related

to  the  art  system,  a  network  of

possibilities that allowed us to create

works  on  s ite  and  in  dif ferent

locations: an art economy which, in its

present  contemporary  form,  is  the

result of the global economy and of

the general mobility of people. When

we started working together,  in  the

second half of the 1990s, the mobility

of artists working in different places

and doing  ephemeral  works  on  site

was  already  established  in  the  art

world.

This approach was a sort of surviving

strategy, in a way, but also the result

of  a  personal  history  linked  to  our

“Erasmus generation”, at least here in

Europe.  Increased mobility  definitely

influenced our life and our work and

when we reflect on sites we actually

often  reflect  on  this  mobility,  the

different rights and opportunities that

people  have  to  move  and  related

issues,  which  are  the  product  and

result of a global neo-liberal economic

system we live in. This, of course, is

paradoxical  because  in  part  we  are

critical to all the constant moving, but

we are living and surviving in that way

and enjoying it.

We  realized  that  the  art  world  is  a

mirror  and is  structured on the  site

conditions as well. To put it simply, a

contemporary art centre in Istanbul is

not  the  same  as  one  in  London,

t h o u g h  t h e y  a r e  s t i l l  b o t h

contemporary  art  centers.  We

became  very  interested  in  the

economical,  political  and  cultural

constituencies  of  places and started

to  work  in  dialogue  with  them.  We

always  relate  our  questions  to  the

different sites we work in; for us, it is

also a way to learn about the world

from the world. But also in the place

where  we  are  based  –  though  we

come from other countries and have

other mother tongues – we invested a

lot in the local scene and life, running

initiatives  with  others  artists  and

taking  part  in  social  or  politically

minded  activities  etc…

Elena Biserna: Since the issues you

deal with are usually related to the

particular site you work in, I can’t but

ask if the themes of female condition

and the strangers’ status in Exorcising
Ancient Ghosts (which was produced
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in Naples, in Italy) are linked to the

fact that, in your opinion, these

problems appear more urgent and

relevant in Italy than in other

countries…

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson:  No it

isn’t like that, Exorcising Ancient
Ghosts relates for us to all western

culture; that was the point why we did

the work. Maybe we could say that

the female condition is more serious

in Italy than in Iceland, for example.

But we would say that xenophobia

and racism are big issues in the whole

Western Europe today… We see what

has just happened in Norway…

Elena Biserna: On the other hand,

your works often reveal the

production conditions. I think

particularly of Constitution of the
Republic of Iceland: the video shows

the studios where you worked; the

camera lingers over the equipment,

the cameramen, yourself, revealing

the backstage, the whole situation.

But maybe this is even more evident

in other of your works, such as

Everybody Is Doing What They Can
(2008)…

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: This is

related to our interest in the

conditions that create the contexts,

situations and the visual arts as well,

as I was saying before. It is a self-

reflective attempt to question and

understand how works are

constructed and to constitute a

dialogue with the participants or with

the viewer. In this way, the viewer is

forced to become active in the

reception of the piece, to make a

journey reflecting on how the works

of art are constructed and what are

the conditions behind them (as well as

on construction and conditions at a

larger level, reflecting directly onto

life).

Elena Biserna: So a sort of meta-

linguistic attitude which creates

awareness in the viewer

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: An

attempt to show to the viewer that

the work he/she is watching is

constructed; an attempt to reflect on

the concreteness of the artwork itself

and its relation to the world around it;

to suggest that everything is a

construct and to not take things for

given or granted.

Elena Biserna: That leads us to the
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dichotomy between documentation

and representation, and the way you

play with the two, in my opinion.

Several artists working with social and

political issues make use of

documentary forms. In your work,

instead, representation has a very

important role and this puts your work

in relationship with cinema and

theatre as well. You also often mix

genres Ã�Â¢Ã¢â��Â¬Ã¢â�¬Å”

documentary, journalism, but also

fiction and video-clip. I find that this

highlights the fact that documentary

is never pure, is never just

documentation but is always already

representation, translation. I think this

is really explicit in your work. Would

you agree?

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: Yes,

documentation is representation.

There is no way to document

something without creating a

representation of it, whether you do it

in an unaware way or, instead,

consciously questioning the nature of

representation and of documents and

the way they are constructed. If

documentation is representation,

then the question is how to deal with

that: in our case we reflect on this and

try to underline the conditions, the

contexts, the subjective preferences

and the ideological dimension behind

representation. But fiction is never

pure from documentation, or reality,

either. As Jean-Luc Godard

emphasized, fiction film is a

documentation of acted out stories,

events, or scenes if you like.

Elena Biserna: This reminds me of

Bertolt Brecht, I read you are

interested in his work. In an interview,

Ellen Blumenstein asks you about his

notion of “estrangement” [7]. I would

like to follow up her suggestion and

ask you, instead, about Brecht’s model

for his epic theatre: the “Street

Scene”. I think this model resonates

with your way of working. Brecht

describes an everyday situation – a

passer-by demonstrating how an

accident he has just witnessed took

place to a crowd – and argues, “If the

scene in the theatre follows the street

scene in this respect then the theatre

will stop pretending not to be theatre,

just as the street-corner

demonstration admits it is a

demonstration (and does not pretend

to be the actual event).

The element of rehearsal in the acting

and of learning by heart in the text,

the whole machinery and the whole

process of preparation: it all becomes

plainly apparent.”[8]

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: Yes, his

work is certainly relevant for our work.

The self-reflective and concrete

nature of the artworks is something

that also visual artists know very well.

Brecht takes all this really far, building

a whole aesthetic discourse on the

epic theatre, developing a creative
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strategy of self-reflection and self-

deconstruction, and revealing the

ideological discourse behind any work

of art. But, in his case, this was also

instrumentalised: he had a political,

Marxist agenda, and reflected on the

world through that perspective by

constructing a representative model

out of a marxists discourse.

We are not dogmatic on that, is an

open frame that we are dealing with,

more anarchic. We know we are

maybe not exactly giving an answer to

your question, though.

Elena Biserna: I am curious to know if

you ever use scripts or rehearsals for

your performances.

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson: This

depends very much on the work.

Some are everyday performances: we

are very interested in portraying

people at work and reflecting on

working conditions, as the artist Allan

Sekula for example. Several of our

videos are born from this interest and

document people at work. In other

performances, such as the musical

pieces – Your Country Does Not
Exists, Constitution of the Republic of
Iceland, Caregivers and Lobbyists, of

course the musicians rehearse on

their own, in our absence, or with

their director or conductor and, in

some cases, with the composer. Then,

near to the performance or filming,

we are often involved in the

rehearsals as well. We also sometimes

discuss the work before they start

rehearsing.

With Exorcising Ancient Ghosts, we

did prepare the performers for the

performance, but we didn’t let them

rehears the performance itself. In that

sense, it is not theater; with our assist

and instructions they prepared

themselves to read together, to be

aware of each other while reading, an

of their interpretations of the text. We

also made them prepare by doing

physical exercises while reading the

text together. They must always

improvise on who reads what part and

what they read together. But we

didn’t make them rehears sex part.

Elena  Biserna:  How  about  your

collaboration with composer Karolína

Eiríksdóttir?  How  does  it  work  and

how  has  it  started  and  developed

during the years?

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson:  We
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know each other very well and we are

friends since a long time. We had

collaborated with other musicians for

some pieces before working with her

and we had done a deconstruction of

the Iceland national anthem. When

we thought of contacting a classical

composer of contemporary music for
Constitution of the Republic of
Iceland 

it was just natural for us to

involve Karolína and it was very easy

to start a dialogue with her. “lafur and

her know each other since he was a

teenager.

Her daughter, who is the pianist in the

piece, was his girlfriend at that time.

We wanted to find a way to develop a

musical performance that could be

empathical and emotional but, at the

same time, could reflect on the

constitution by bringing in distance

through the alien element of music.

The work decontextualizes the

constitution and transforms it in such

way that you can observe it and, at

the same time, experience an

emotional poetical and absurd

journey, released through the music.

Both these aspects were crucial for

us: to work with distance and

nearness. Brecht’s ideas, among other,

were important for the work. Then we

continued to collaborate with Karolína

for some of the following works.

Elena Biserna: I appreciate the way

you are able to create a balance

between conceptual and the formal

dimensions: besides its critical

content, your work is also appealing

from a visual or musical point of view.

My last question is about future: could

you tell us something about your

forthcoming projects?

Libia Castro & “lafur “lafsson:  We are

working on several collective

exhibitions and on three personal

exhibitions. The first personal one will

take place in November at the Centro

Andaluz de Arte Contemporáneo in

Sevilla. The concept addresses the

margins and the city, a theme that

was quite central in our earlier works

and that, later on, led us to deal with

society at large. It will be interesting

because we will revisit the beginning

of our collaboration and how it has

developed during the years. Then the

Venice Biennial show will be traveling

to the National Gallery in Iceland,

opening in January.
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The third solo show will be at

TENT–Center for the Visual Arts in

Rotterdam, planned for next spring.

Along with showing recent work we

might produce a new piece for that

show. We will be exhibiting in Umeå

and Graz this October and we just

came back from Copenhagen where

we worked on a new iteration of Your
Country Doesn’t Exist:a collaboration

with the Icelandic ambassador to

Denmark that will be shown in the

group exhibition Terms of Belonging

opening the 2nd of September at

Overgaden Institute of Contemporary

Art in Copenhagen.

http://www.libia-olafur.com/

http://www.icelandicartcenter.is/

http://www.labiennale.org/it/Home.

html

http://www.manifesta7.it/

http://www.tentrotterdam.nl/

http://www.overgaden.org/front/

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/cult

ura/caac/index_eng.htm

Note:

[1] – Nicolas Bourriaud, The Radicant,

Lukas & Sternberg, New York 2009, p.

51.

[2] – Ivi, p. 113.

[3] – Per un breve approfondimento:

Ellen Albertsdóttir, Una costituzione in

crowdsourcing, PressEurop, 4 luglio

2011,

http://www.presseurop.eu/it/conten

t/article/756171-una-costituzio-

e-crowdsourcing e Haroon Siddique,

Mob rule: Iceland crowdsources its

next constitution, in The Guardian, 9

giugno 2011,

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/20

11/jun/09/iceland-crowdsourcin-

-constitution-facebook

[4] – Susan Leeb, “We are the Art,

Whoever We Are”, in Ellen

Blumenstein (a cura di), Libia Castro &

“lafur “lafsson. Under Deconstruction,

Sternberg Press, Berlin 2011, p. 16.

[5] – Si veda: Franko B, Broken

Boundaries,

http://www.franko-b.com/text/cw_

broken_boundaries.htm.

[6] – Jean-Pierre Criqui, “Like a Rolling

Stone: Gabriel Orozco”, in ArtForum,

n. 8, April 1996.

[7] – Libia Castro, “lafur “lafsson, Ellen

Blumenstein, “Conversation Between”,

in Ellen Blumenstein (a cura di), Libia

Castro & “lafur “lafsson. Under

Deconstruction, Sternberg Press,

Berlin 2011, p. 122.

[8] – Bertolt Brecht, “The Street Scene.

A Basic Model for an Epic Theatre”, in
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Id., Brecht on Theatre: The

Development of an Aesthetic, edited

by J. Willett, Eyre Methuen, London,
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Lanfranco Aceti. Lea, Isea And Other
Challenges

Herman Mendolicchio

The 2011 calendar of Lanfranco Aceti,

who teaches at Sabanci University,

Istanbul, and is visiting professor at

Goldsmiths College, University of

London, and works as an artist and

curator, is marked, above all, by two

big projects: the artistic direction of

the 17th edition of ISEA and the re-

launching of the Leonardo Electronic

Almanac (LEA).

It’s easy to realize – especially for

those who work in the field – that we

are talking about two of the most

important projects at the intersection

of art, science, technology and

communication.

From the 14th to the 21st September

2011, Istanbul will host the

International Symposium on

Electronic Art (ISEA), 17th edition.

Lanfranco Aceti steers this macro

event where hundreds of proposals in

different formats will come together.

If on the one hand the symposium’s

academic aspect strives to remain

ISEA’s fulcrum – thanks to a broad

selection of panels and paper sessions

– on the other hand we can find many

different happenings and gatherings

like workshops, screenings, discussion

forums and networking events: e.g.

inside an hammam or on those ferries

that every day cross the Bosporus.

The relationship of ISEA2011 with the

city of Istanbul, with its rhythms and

its special features, seems to be very

deep. There is no intention to create a

neutral and flat event, but an occasion

where the participation, the

collaboration and the harmony

between the participants and the city

develop in a fluent way. The

collaboration with the Istanbul

Biennale, with no doubt, is an

highlight to point out.

The other challenge on which

Lanfranco Aceti is working at the

moment is the Leonardo Electronic

Almanac (LEA)‘s re-launching. With

the first issue just released and one
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more in preparation, Aceti and his

collaborators want to re-launch LEA

as a very ambitious project: a platform

that goes beyond the notion of

magazine, but that can function as a

center of aggregation and research as

well.

In the midst of these projects’

organization, Lanfranco Aceti - that I

warmly thank – has managed to cut

out a space of time to accord me this

interview.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: Let’s

start with you: Lanfranco Aceti is an

artist, curator and new media theorist

that works between Istanbul and

London. The moving through

disciplines and different cities is a

constant in our actual time. What’s

your personal experience?

Lanfranco Aceti: I’m a son of

globalization. A lot of people may

think of this in a negative way, but

there are a lot of interesting aspects

to globalization and one of these is

that it favors people’s empowerment.

I’m from Cassino, Italy, a city that was

destroyed during the Second World

War and for this reason it hasn’t a

particular urban connecting fabric. I

have always felt trapped in the

environment of this little provincial

town and when I was 14 I began to

travel.

First I went to Great Britain and once I

returned realized that the world was

bigger than previously thought. This

gave me a sense of what was possible

and made me understand that there is

nothing that a person can’t do with

hard work. And that it is possible to

achieve one’s dreams.

Today there are many emerging

countries – those once that were

defined as the economies of the third

world – where there is a young

generation that wants to achieve their

dreams. This is the same drive that

Italy had in the Sixties and that now

seem to have been lost. Looking at

things from this part of the world,

from Istanbul, it seems that Europe is

in a decadent phase that is not only

economic, but primarily cultural. I’m

getting more convinced of this

everyday.

I can say that the fact of leaving Italy

and moving to different countries has

been more an obligation than a

personal choice. My city of adoption is

London and I feel, in a sense, more
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loyal to Great Britain than Italy. What’s

the reason? Because my Ph.D. and my

studies have been financed by Great

Britain and not Italy. Istanbul also

plays a big part in my life since I have

lived in the city for over four years and

have met some wonderful people.

In the context of today’s global

phenomena what I can say is that the

transition and displacement between

different cities – I have lived between

Boston, New York, London, Glasgow,

Rome and Istanbul – has become a

part of me. I have taken from Italy the

cultural heritage, the capacity to

move and think in a creative way,

formalist structures from well-defined

exercises e.g. Latin and Greek in

school, the architectural

environments… but was also

influenced by all the other places I

have lived in.

The sum of all these experiences

shapes the person that I am. The

global world is changing, there is

Internet, digital media, the fast

displacements between cities and a

different and more intense

competition. I always say to my

students that they have to choose at

which level they want to compete. I

have always desired to compete at an

international level and achieve goals

in that arena.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:

Among your several activities, in

addition to the ISEA artistic direction

that we will come back to, we find

you as Leonardo Electronic Almanac

(LEA)’s Editor in Chief as well. What

are the history and goals of LEA?

Lanfranco Aceti: The re-launch of LEA

has been an uphill battle. The

magazine was going in a wrong

direction and there was an

international level competition to

bring back this magazine from the

comatose situation in which it was.

Just in the period when I arrived to

Istanbul, there was the call for the

new LEA Editor in Chief. While I was

preparing the LEA proposal, I applied

to host ISEA at Sabanci University as

well.

I thought that the most important

outcome from the synergies

developed from both projects (ISEA

and LEA) was to ensure a long lasting

legacy. I wanted to ensure that after

2011 LEA would not be ‘just a
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magazine’ (there is already a variety of

magazines like Rhizome, Digicult,
Neural, that offer big contributions

and are  shaping contemporary

electronic art at an international

stage) but a project that developed a

different academic forum at the

intersection of art, science and

technology.

I wanted to realize a magazine that

works first as a research and

aggregation center and then as a

publication. Finally this is taking

shape. LEA will offer the possibility to

create a series of high quality outputs,

not only with ISEA (with the support

of Sabanci University and Goldsmiths)

but also through future collaborations

with international partners (museums,

artists, universities, etc.).

We presented, through the LEA Digital

Platform curated by Vince Dziekan,

Christiane Paul and myself, a series of

curated exhibitions online.

Simultaneously, we will have a

physical exhibition space at Kasa

Gallery in Istanbul, to complement the

online shows with their physical

manifestations.

So, thanks to these elements, we will

have a vast articulate structure that

should continue to flourish – after

ISEA – and make important

contributions to research in cultural

studies, curatorial studies and fine

arts.

There will be the possibility, at an

artistic, technologic and critical level,

to realize exhibitions – online and in

physical galleries – as well as create

opportunities for research and

collaborations with a range of

departments, universities and artistic

organizations like FACT in Liverpool,

MoMA, Friesland, the Arts Council in

Australia or other art organizations in

Singapore, China and Latin America.

The Leonardo Electronic Almanac has

required two years of hard work, not

only in creating the magazine itself –

the creative work, the editorial work,

etc. – but also in the administration

and in negotiating between a range of

partnering institutions. We have had

inherited problems, legal and

regarding copyright, that we have

fortunately overcome. I can say that

LEA has been both a professional and

a personal conquest.

The first issue of the revamped LEA,

Mish Mash, is just online and the

second, I can tell you as a preview, will

be a special issue with Simon Penny.

My goal is to produce 4 issues every

year, plus the catalogs. It’s important

to say that there is a core team in

Leonardo Electronic Almanac that has

worked and continues to work hard.

There are also a lot of people that

gravitate, that have collaborated and

that support us. In particular there are

two people that deserve a special

mention for having worked above and
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beyond the call of duty: Ozden Sahin

and Deniz Cem Onduygu.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: To

assume the artistic direction of

ISEA2011 means to assume a role of

great responsibility. What’s the right

way to face this assignment and how

do you face it?

Lanfranco Aceti: You need a lot of

patience, attention to detail and

flexibility. One of the things I wanted

to do is bring a large international

event on digital and electronic arts to

Istanbul and have it be officially linked

to the Istanbul Biennale. The fact that

the exhibition Uncontainable and the

many other initiatives of ISEA2011 will

be part of the 12th Istanbul Biennale

Official Parallel Program is a great

achievement. There has been a break

between the digital arts and the fine

arts and I want to put them together

again, I want to delete the definitions

based on the instrument/medium and

to look forward to what the common

component is: the artistic element.

I did not want to present a

marginalized digital and electronic

arts exhibition and symposium, but

instead wanted to provide the

opportunity for a reciprocal new

engagement and recognition within

the fine art structure itself. This

collaborative engagement was my

primary goal. There is also the

intention to promote electronic artists

to curators, international press,

collectors and audiences in

attendance during the Biennale.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:

ISEA2011 proposes itself as a macro-

event that goes beyond the classic

academic symposium. Not only

panels and paper sessions, but also

expositions, workshops, projections,

discussion forums, and even a

networking event on a boat cruising

the Bosporus. Which ideas and

parameters did you follow to build

ISEA2011?

Lanfranco Aceti: Madness! The truth is

that I sat down and I wondered: I have

been to innumerable events,

conferences, etc., what do I want to

achieve every time I am in

attendance? And the answer has

been: I feel glad every time I return

home and that there are new projects

to realize, new contacts that have

been established, exchanges of ideas

with new people and the possibility to

develop future collaborations,

research, exhibitions, etc. with them.
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So we have said that these are the

most important points that we have

to realize and for two years we have

fought for that. What we want is an

event that can give rise to future

developments for the delegates.

Obviously the fact that it’s in Istanbul

favors us. The city has a very special

charm that can only enhance our hard

work.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: The

17th ISEA edition takes place in the

Mediterranean city of Istanbul. A city

in a constant movement and in a

continuous geopolitical, economical,

cultural and artistic growth. We must

remind to the reader, as we said, that

ISEA2011 coincides with the opening

of the Istanbul Biennale. What kind of

relationship has been established

between ISEA, Istanbul and what the

city offers?

Lanfranco Aceti: I have to say that we

managed to do what I would never

have imagined. We managed to move

fluidly through the barriers and

definitions, between Islam and

secularism. We have ignored these

constrictions and stereotypes and

worked with everybody to realize a

big event. The city has responded in

kind. Istanbul is a wonderful city and

what we have tried to do was to work

with the city, with both its limitations

and the fascinating elements that

characterize it.

I believe that this will give to the

participants of ISEA a different view of

the city, beyond its traditional

stereotypes. Istanbul is expanding,

with huge skyscrapers and rows of

new constructions. The fact that I also

work as director of Kasa Gallery – with

its great tradition and history – has

allowed me to develop an

international exhibition program.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: ISEA

represents one of the world events of

major interest in the electronic and

digital art field. What news or

surprises do we have to expect in

Istanbul? What’s new from an

aesthetic and formal point of view

that Istanbul and ISEA can give us

about contemporary artistic

practices?

Lanfranco Aceti: There are several

innovations and fundamental changes

that are happening in the city. I do not

expect that new aesthetics will be

created, but perhaps the new
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approaches that will come from

Istanbul will be based on its tradition

of re-combinatory possibilities and

unusual collages of ideas, concepts

and technologies that escape

traditional definitions. In Istanbul

there is a contemporary usage of

technology that surpasses many other

places in the Mediterranean. The city

will be able to offer clues on the great

impact that technology is having and

on how it is changing cultural

attitudes and therefore aesthetic

perceptions. This I believe will be an

important outcome.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:

Hundreds of people will participate in

ISEA2011. What are the strategies for

the papers’ publications and in which

way do you think to materialize the

results of this intense week of the

symposium?

Lanfranco Aceti: We are preparing

two, or more, catalogs. All the papers

will be published and we are getting

ready to transfer them to online

platforms like Kindle, Amazon, iTunes,

etc. This is an electronic art

symposium and the fact that the

publications of the previous editions

are not available electronically for me

has always been a big problem and it’s

what we want to avoid this time. The

rest will depend on the participants’

willingness to produce outcomes. We

are preparing the proceedings,

catalogs and then there will be the

special editions of the Leonardo

Electronic Almanac on particular

themes of interest i.e. robotics,

censorship, Mediterranean,

emigration, new forms of education.

Every panel, forum, etc. will have the

possibility to submit for a special issue

of the Leonardo Electronic Almanac. I

want to offer the possibility to have

senior editors, editors and junior

editors involved in these issues,

focusing on young researchers who

are at the beginning of their academic

careers. They will be able to

participate, work and learn together

with other people who are more

experienced editors and academics.

This is a sharing structure that can

help to open and widen the circle of

academic collaborations and open

new possibilities for production of

academic outputs at an international

level.
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Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:

ISEA2012 is expected in the United

States. How do you see the future of

research, study, artistic creativity, of

relationship between art, technology,

science and communication in this

moment of global crisis and heavy

cuts to culture? Will we survive?

Lanfranco Aceti: Ovviamente. Of

course, we will survive. There are no

doubts. We will survive if we have

teeth and claws and fight in an

intelligent manner the battles that

have to be faced. I’m not at all a

pessimist, I am a realist. We had to

make difficult choices for ISEA –

because of the global crisis. But I have

to say that the strategy we have

chosen to adopt has worked

successfully. In the last Leonardo

Electronic Almanac editorial, I wrote

that today we need more to attack

than to resist. We need to move the

world of art, science and technology

towards a new series of partnerships,

synergies and collaborations.

What’s important is not to be

dependent on public funds. It is no

longer possible to think that to realize

change it is possible to simply wait for

financing and support from

beleaguered institutions. If you want

to implement change one needs to

face the difficulties in a realistic way,

conscious that there will be battles,

but also knowing that these battles

can be won. I do not believe that, in

times like this, it is possible to survive

by sitting on a chair and writing a

couple of critiques online. I believe

the only way to win the battle is by

‘doing something’ and that by being

proactive and evolving we can ensure

that the arts continue not only to

grow but to thrive.

http://isea2011.sabanciuniv.edu/

http://leoalmanac.org/

http://www.lanfrancoaceti.com/
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The Theatre Of Sound. Acoustic Research By
Fanny and Alexander

Enrico Pitozzi

Among the most interesting

backgrounds on a European

level, Fanny & Alexander was founded

by Luigi de Angelis and Chiara Lagani

(with the stable contribution of the

actor Marco Cavalcoli) in 1992.

Fanny & Alexander, which has

asserted itself as research group in

the theatrical context, produces

works of art marked by the

contamination of different artistic

disciplines. Over the years its base,

the Ardis Hall, has been becoming an

out-and-out place of production and

diffusion of artistic experimentation

on a large scale and through various

formats: plays, video and movie

productions, installations, performing

acts, photo exhibitions, conventions,

workshops, festivals and shows.

Among its main productions,

fascinating from a project

performance point of view, it is

important to mention: its eleven

works � performing installations and

concerts � which drew inspiration

from “Ada or Ardor” by Vladimir

Vladimirovi Nabokov (Special

UbuAward 2004/5). This project for

video and movie production was

carried out by Zapruder filmmakers

group led by David Zamagni, Nadia

Ranocchi and Monaldo Moretti, who

have often contributed to Ravenna

school’s productions.

Fanny & Alexander has recently

completed with “West” – a theatre

performance – a well-structured

project inspired by “The Wizard of Oz”,

from which the “O-Z” volume, “atlante

di un viaggio teatrale“/ “Atlas of a

Theatre Journey” (Ubulibri, 2010), was

born.
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In the cross perspective, in which the

production of Fanny &

Alexander places itself, the notion of

sound, from the first works as “Ponti

in Core” (1996) to the definitely

marked productions headed towards

this direction as “+/-“ (2009)

or “South“ (2009) and “T.E.L.“ (2011),

has always played a leading role. We

are not talking about conceiving

sound � or at least this is what we are

going to chart � as support for scene

images, but about defining and

elaborating a sort of acoustic
dramaturgy as definition of an

auditory image that can be

counterpoint to sight in a perceptive

short-circuit able to subliminally

intervene in the way spectators hear.

Before conducting an articulated in-

depth analysis of this view, let’s try to

sketch the main features out through

which we will develop our thought.

From an etymological point of view

the term “sound” can be declined into

three different aspects that, in Fanny

& Alexander’s work, seem to be

methodically explored: that is to say,

the “sound” dimension linked with

reverberation (the echo); the most

typical dimension which refers to

voice, and especially to the
phoné thought as a mixture of timbre

and meaning, and last but not least,

the acousmatic dimension related to

invisibility (or better to say, to the

ambiguous localization) of the

emission source.

All these aspects find their common

denominator in a crucial notion: the

sound space of the scene, in which

the relationship between audible on

one hand, and inaudible on the other,

can manifest itself, where the latter is

the necessary condition for the

former.

Fanny & Alexander’s aim consists in

exploring what is beyond the “already

heard”, in staging it, therefore in

defining its 

acoustic image

 able to

soak into the spectator/listener.
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I. Lawrence’s device (or device of the

sound gesture)

In order to go into the details of this

observation concerning the acoustic

space in Fanny & Alexander’s work,

we are going to focus on the project

based on Thomas Edward Lawrence’s

figure and, more specifically on

“T.E.L.” (2011) show and on its vocal-

sound device created in partnership

with Tempo Reale (Centre of

Production, Research and Music

Didactics founded by Luciano Berio in

Florence), an active institute in the

research music and new sound

technology fields on a national and

international scale.

“T.E.L.”, a work which debuted at

Naples Theatre Festival Italy last

June, is combined with a live radio

drama - “338171, TEL” � developed with

the cooperation of Rodolfo

Sacchettini.

The stage version includes the

involvement of two actors, placed in

different places distant in space � also

separated by a slight time shifting �

but connected via satellite, who give

birth to a long-distance dialogue. This

device provides also the presence of

two different audiences who witness �

each of them in a well-defined space-

time � this distance dialogue. The two

actors swap then places with each

other, in order to make the

completion, to whoever wants it, of

his or her sight with the other side of

the coin of that dialogue between two

distances possible.

In an almost bare place the

actor, Marco Cavalcoli, led by a voice

in his headphones, makes gestures of

the military training: the orders he

receives “raise your fists”, “breathe in”,

refer to the leading actresses,

heterodirected in her headphones,

of “West” (2010), the previous work

performed by Francesca Mazza’s

group.

Here the actor simultaneously carries

out orders to make gestures and

repeats the words suggested at times.

These gestures refer to the biography

of Lawrence himself and, particularly,

to that period in which, disappointed

by the failure of his ideals, enlisted as

private into the RAF. On the contrary,

the sound atmospheres of a “prepared

table” � made with the collaboration of

“Tempo Reale” � equipped with hidden

microphones, sensors, electric

resistances, a necessary interface for

the actors who have to develop the

music and vocal score of which the

work is made up, deal with the

evocation of his past while he headed

up the desert Bedouins � and this is

the hearth of the work -.

Throughout the work the actor � an

extraordinary Marco Cavalcoli � has to

be able to intervene on different

levels: coherently responding to the
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motivating forces coming from

another space-time and at the same

time, handling the sound return of his

gestures on the anatomical dissecting

table of the “sound body” of the whole

performance.

II. The sound-line

In “T.E.L”what we could define the

“sound-line” � which runs through

Ravenna company’s production – has

found its success. From “+/-”
,
 made

with the collaboration ofMirto Baliani

and Luigi Ceccarelli, up to the sound

table of “T.E.L”, the definition of out-

and-out invisible architectures, which

leave in the space of the theatre room

their ghostly geometry made up of

sound vibes, i.e., slits which cross the

stage perimeter; is at stake.

So, at this phase we can talk about an

absolute “sound body” which

becomes matter and, during the

stage, modulates from density to

rarefaction moments.

In “T.E.L.”, sound, which is sometimes

tellurian and penetrating, is divided

into different levels: on one hand the

vocal production of the actor who

reads text pieces out, on the other the

purely sound level � as a result of the

iteration between actor’s gesture and

table � works on two registers. A

narrative-biographical level of

Lawrence’s life, in which sound

evokes echoes of drums and tribal

songs belonging to that period of

Lawrence’s life when he headed Arab

revolts up, as well as more abstract

sound dimensions that are diffused

through the space of this room by

means of a masterly arrangement of

the speakers.

Arranged around glitch patterns, this

kind of sound appears and disappears

to the listening as if it engraved

figures on space, by finding a

resonance of its own (produced by

the actor’s gesture) which

reverberates in the

spectators/listeners’ perceptive

aspect, thus subliminally slipping in

and influencing the sight of the scene

image: where an imperceptible sound

becomes stretched, the temperature

of the whole scene image allows to

transmit a feeling of restlessness that

unfailingly anticipates the coming

dramaturgy development.

The inaudible, which is where it

emerges, is an underlying texture that

lets the sound appear, take shape and
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gather as atmosphere in a continuous

dialectic of extent and retention, of

amplification and modulation

bordering the perceptible or vice

versa, by completely saturating the

audible space. Every variation is a

modulation that affects the image

perception. Sound and sight interfere �

vibrate at variable speeds � in order to

assign a certain temperature to the

scene: arid, desert, incandescent.

III. Note for the definition of “theatre

of sound”

Examining the notion of sound body,

as Fanny & Alexander seems to do

with its work, means getting to the

hearth of the sound matter and, at the

same time, of the body one. It means

working within a thin limit in which

the shape of body and sound jumbles

up, by letting a texture show,

constituted around different

intensities which work within them.

Therefore, we are going to talk about

a “molecularized” shape of body and

sound that echoes with each other.

In other terms, it deals with working

on a series of internal tensions that

allows the shape of body and sound

to steadily change. In the context of

the Ravenna background such a

process develops into two diverse

directions, which allow us to talk

about the aspects emerged during the

introduction to this writing. The

“sound gesture” as production �

starting from a movement score � of

the scene soundscape; and a “sound

vocalic” as dialectic between the

sound space of voice and the words

meaning: the phonic atmosphere.

From one hand we could talk about a

“sound gesture” in which the

architectures of sound take shape in

the room, by starting from the link

between the actor’s gesture score and

the arranged device ready to receive �

by transforming it into sound � every

movement. This applies to the “vocalic

gesture”, the first significant work

towards this direction represented

by “Him“(2007), where the actor

Cavalcoli literally gave voice to every

scene aspect by dubbing, while the

film (“The Wizard of Oz”) was

streaming behind is back. 

This experimentation is carried on

with the pedonium interface,

designed and created by Mirko

Fabbri for “North“(2009), an electronic

musical instrument made up with a

big floor keyboard where sound was

produced by means of the interaction
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of musician-performers. From these

floorboards voices, melodies,

preverbal sounds, bright phenomena

and sound ghosts were given off. The

main character “played” this floor by

going through it and travelling it until

he or she produced a real music score.

If in this case performers’ movement

on the floor is used during the phase

of sound production; in “T.E.L.” it is the

gesture of hands and arms to be used

in order to produce a sound in touch

with the table designed by Tempo

Reale’s team. However, in all of these

examples the body-sound relationship

does not refer to anything merely

“anthropomorphic”: The sound

reconstruction of the body shape is

not at stake, but rather the

exploration of an emotional

geography, which through gestures

becomes dramaturgy matter for the

scene.

On the other hand we could talk

about what we could define � drawing

inspiration from the “Pleasure of the

Text” by Roland Barthes � the “read-

out writing” as particular sound

dimension. However, in comparison

with Chiara Lagani and Marco

Cavalcoli’s work on voice, some

clarifications are necessary. In other

terms, it deals with entering the

different aspects of voice: moving the

point of view and leading it to the

inside, to its hidden dimension where

words are examined under the

microscope. In other terms, it means

sounding the sound power of voice

out � itsPhoné � before transmitting

the words meaning. We are not

talking about preferring sound to

meaning, but rather about digging

into sound in order to amplify its

“meaning”.

This is the case of “North”,

where Chiara Lagani and Roberta

Guidi’s voice was examined under the

microscope by means of a

microphone, in search of its sound

details just as faces are visible through

a magnifying glass. At the end of this

process, as for example it occurs in

some stages of “T.E.L”, the read-out

word “makes feel” the sound

temperature that characterizes it:

spectators/listeners effectively

understand the meaning, when the

phonic atmosphere which generated

it, is “audible”. An example: when the

actor says “there’s something wrong,

a desert is needed”, a restlessness

atmosphere � transmitted by the

sound dimension of words � forestalls
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and pervades the room, thus

engraving the sentence on

spectators/listeners’ perception.

Thanks to these projects, Fanny &

Alexander’s scene sometimes

becomes a pure cinéma pour les
oreilles � a cinema for ears � whose

sound emission sources are hidden

and decentralized: sound literally

comes from everywhere.

From all of these aspects we can infer

a possible direction which makes

Fanny & Alexander’s contribution

particularly significant for the

definition of sound scene. In its work

Fanny & Alexander’s company is not

trying, in our opinion, to merely focus

on a renewal of the methods of the

“Music Theatre”, but rather on

radically rethinking of its foundations,

by restoring its defining standards.

That is the reason why � thanks above

all to the aspects that we have tried

(maybe sketchily) to highlight before �

we are not talking about turning a

dramaturgy shape into sound (or

making sound its prevailing

component), but rather about

explaining a manifestation logic of a

hidden dimension of things. 

It is in this case, as the projects above

mentioned, that this particular

dimension works, i.e., giving shape to

the “inaudible”. To summarize, we

could say that Fanny & Alexander’s

bent for sound is the “negative” (in the

photography meaning) of the “Music

Theatre”: if in this latter music

becomes a character, in the “Theatre

of Sound” by Luigi de Angelis and

Chiara Lagani the composition logic

goes through an appearance process

of sound shapes, atmospheres and

echoes. Thus, here it is important to

let some entities (not quite real ones)

in spectators/listeners’ perception

appear.

And this process affects both the

audible and the inaudible threshold.

Right here the “atmospheric” potential

of sound becomes a sound image that

allows the visual one to define itself

like in “North”, or during some phases

of “T.E.L.“, where we witness a pure

“logic of the colour” appearing into

the scene.

Therefore, as a visual image does

exist, on Fanny & Alexander’s scene an

auditory one seems to powerfully

emerge. We have not only to capture
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what manifests to the auditory: this

image has to do with what is beyond

the listening, it is thus necessary

identifying its features and the point

where intensity turns a sound matter

into an image and which,

consequently, re-establishes the
listening parameters. Within this

frame visual image is its counterpoint.

For all of these reasons I would prefer

to talk about a pure “Theatre of

Sound” and, more specifically about a

pure “Theatre of Colour” as a meaning

horizon on which the experimentation

by the Ravenna school must be

numbered. This entails a detailed

investigation on listening (and on

sight). Sound becomes a place in

which plunging oneself; some kind of

“tactile force”. Plunging into sound �

prevailing element in “T.E.L.” � refers to

an internal perception of sound

matter (as well we are visually

collocated into the light of prism).

Spectators’ body is plunged into a

network of both sound and visual

forces with whom, by vibrating,

echoes: becoming sound, molecule,

compressed and throbbing air,

vibration.

In this particular perceptive device

sound and colour intervene � in the

scene space � as true intensities that

work at a subliminal level, by deeply

affecting the spectators’ sensory

system. Here, Fanny & Alexander’s

company seems to ask the spectator a

pure redefinition of listening (as that

of sight): eyes are no more enough to

see the invisible, as well ears to pick

the inaudible up. An eardrum-body, a

prism one, a whole resonance of the

bone geometry are needed. 

http://www.fannyalexander.org/
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Mauro Ceolin: Ethnography Of The Imaginary
Claudio Musso

Although many years have passed,

the most favourite question of art

critics (and not only) is still the same:

“What is the artist’s role?”. We do not

know whether the impossibility of

escaping from such a question is due

to the deep impact made on

Twentieth century’s art by some

giants (Duchamp and Warhol most of

all), or if the steadiness of critical

thought can be charged onto the

urgency of an aesthetic paradigm or

even onto the same critics’ idleness.

As a matter of fact, in order to explain

the cultural characters of our time, a

confrontation with the afore-

mentioned topic is unavoidable.

Unfortunately it is not easy to do that,

given that artist Mauro Ceolin, present

in September and October to

Triennale Bovisa in Milan with his

exhibition Contemporary Naturalism,

VIVENDI – da Lassie ai Pokemon,

made of hybridization his trademark.

In fact, at the base of his work lies an

analytic attitude, reason to study and

ultimate goal at the same time.

His methods of research lie on the

border between a large body of

disciplines ranging from sociology to

biology, anthropology to chemistry,

from science of materials to

neuroscience. Before such a wide

arsenal of options it would be

practically impossible to give some

answers to the first question, but the

artist’s extraordinary coherence of

work comes to our aid.

While on one hand the target is on

contemporaneity (media aesthetics,

videogames, photo-video-cinema

imaginary), on the other an

unquenchable passion for science

(bio-physio-zoo-logy) is revealed. One

on side the bringing up-to-date of the

discussions about landscape and

nature topics, on the other the

development of relational practices,

where the project becomes integral

part of artistic activity.
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How to be mediators between these

seemingly distant aspects? Through

the indiscriminate usage of artistic

means, whose selection depends

exclusively on the scientific need to

confirm theories and assumptions.

That is why there is no predominance

of painting, sculpture, installation,

book, audiovisual activity,

performance, but rather the necessity

to make these art forms integrate and

spread the results of the debate.

Not even the text you are reading is

immune to media pollution; the artist

has decided to take it through a real

and virtual path, whose key to the

reading he explained as follows: “I’d

like to integrate this interview as an

active element of
ContemporaryNaturalism 

project. The

answers have been elaborated within

a physical space which will be

visualized by an electronic map

available online, where the interview

established relations with space, time

and thought.

The integration into the electronic

format will describe the dialectical

event through links and other

multimedia devices. Within the

written answers, a tag will correspond

to the place they were elaborated in,

and at the end can be found the

Google Maps link of the entire

elaborated path.”

Claudio Musso: That attitude to

research, that way to investigate

reality and virtuality seems to

resemble more the scientific method

rather than artistic practice strictly

speaking, and is no doubt a peculiarity

of your work. How did this

perspective born? And how did it

change over the years?

Mauro Ceolin:  I have always

considered “real” and “virtual” as part

of the same permeable and osmotic

whole. I think that since the half of the

Nineties computers should be

considered as household appliances.

Otherwise, every dynamics

concerning this tool leads to a great

number of meanings, expressed

through a multitude of signifiers. Well,

signifiers have been and are still

among the topics analyzed by my

aesthetic study. ifugio capanna
gnifetti, 3.647s.l.m.>

From the end of the Nineties to about

2006, I saw my research path as a

map, representative of an area of

human activities, which was
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prevalently developing around the

infosphere of new electronic media.

For biologic and cultural nature,

videogames and internet have been

the right fields where to carry out a

broad research, by observing and

illustrating their significant

improvements. Such studies

produced a series of visual

experiences, translated with a flat

aesthetics: these experiences, results

of vector programs, were capable of

catching updated landscapes and new

icons, representative of new and

expanded cultural-economic

scenarios.

The choice of using tools for vector

design was necessary in order to give

coherence to the subject-object

relation. Once the aforementioned

aspects were historicized, in the

online project

http://www.rgbproject.com made

between 2005 and 2006, I turned

them into action by representing

what-were-happening-outsid-

-of-me, and I wanted that action to

explain a fourth landscape, by

observing the same cultural

environments.

Claudio Musso: On WikiArtPedia there

is a section about your project

gamePeople. Aside from the

inevitable reference on Pop Art for

common features such as subjects’

isolation and chromatics, the most

interesting aspect is the social

element. To pay an homage to a

category of producers that forged the

videogame imaginary means to make

a reflection about the permeation of

certain aesthetic principles. What do

you think about it?

Mauro Ceolin: I agree. gamePeople
has been, and it is still, an up-dating of

genre: the portrait in visual art. I think

all who labelled this series as “pop”

lacked of subjectivity/knowledge,

inherited by those who defined this

kind of search tout court.

In everybody’s mind, videogames

stars are videogames’ characters

(from Mario and Luigi to Tommy
Vercetti, up to Altaïr Ibn La-Ahad);

instead, I found extremely interesting

to depict their creative developers,
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bringers of an amazing narration of

our time. Or better, twenty years ago

game designers like John Carmack

and John Romero were just “boys”

who were experimenting new forms

of “entertainment” and “spreading” of

their products. In some cases they

were employees in certain companies

that would have become the best

ones for cultural entertainment.

I don’t want to bother you with

history, for there is a wide national

and international literature that

speaks for itself. I just want to say

that, as you rightly suggest, the social

component and the aesthetic reflex

produced by gamePeople series are

the logos of this research..

Claudio Musso: SolidLandscape,

DebugLandscape, ExpirationDate:  all

of these projects explore the idea of

landscape on different levels and from

unusual perspectives. It seems you

are experiencing an obsession where,

almost effortless, Canaletto and

SuperMario Bros melt into each other.

What does contemporary landscape

mean for you? Why proposing another

reflection about it?

Mauro Ceolin: The projects you listed

transfer the perspective focus

towards the monitor, our current

window on modern world. And as any

window, beyond it, new “landscapes”

are available. The visual component is

like a trigger for vertical

considerations produced by these

series, but it is a character’s duty to

know how to catch them. It is like

walking in a forest and recognizing

only elements perceivable through

macro-categories, like flowers, trees

and animals. The same elements are

inserted into vertical sub-categories

for the most trained eye.

Obsessions are the key to shift from

the knowledge of oneself and

surroundings, establishing continuous

relations and thus new meanings.

Nowadays, the multiplicity of

landscapes proposed by productive

devices need an analytic

reaction/relation by all the active

subjects of our society. Personally

speaking, by using the metaphor of

the screen/window, I decided to

analyze certain specific aspects of the

new collective spaces created by

mass distribution of electronic

technologies.

In a different way, DebugLandscape

set a reflection about the sense of
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producing/make images today, by

suggesting a parallel relation between

information debug and visual art role

on ethic topics. All these little

variations of sense (from

SolidLandscape to ExpirationDate),

connected to the other projects,

produce the visualization of a

structure of thought; like a map

observed from above, such structure

relates my work with the surrounding

temporal context. aghetti di ercavallo,

2621 s.l.m.>

Claudio Musso: It’s been some time

since people talk about videogames

aesthetics and supposed influence of

videogames on our perception of real.

On one hand, some of your projects

ask the question openly, while on the

other there is the attempt of a more

discrete research, that goes under the

surface, and investigate the sources.

What is your opinion on the matter?

Mauro Ceolin: The arrival of

videogame languages and their

apparent forms in our society have led

to new formal behaviours. Then, to

talk about videogame aesthetics is

not totally wrong: yet I still have many

doubts whether they produce an

influence on what we call “real”, if not

for the economic dynamics they

create.

To put it simply: playing a videogame,

using a knife we are allowed to

perform many actions: we can peel a

fruit and eat it to survive, slash a

person to hurt him/her or even cut

through a piece of wood. Both

videogames fans and detractors are

people who make the same effort to

carry on their own ideological creed

after all: instead, I am persuaded that

the instrument is a neutral means; it

acquires polarity only when a subject

choose how to use it. Yet I think this

aspect is still to be explained better

and with more knowledge.

I want to take on a neutral position. I

try to represent in an analytical way

what occurs and transforms when

different disciplines and signifiers

converge. The rhizome proposed by

the series/projects, is related to the

users’ demand. If watching the

portrait of 
Ken Levine 

we do not move

away from his face, or we do not

investigate the nature of the flame

surrounding the creator of 
Bioshock

,

we cannot understand the

meaning/synthesis the explosions

have in the game.
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Claudio Musso: You are fascinated,

guided and inspired by important

figures the likes of Leonardo Da Vinci

(for ContemporaryFluids), Ulisse

Aldrovandi (for

COntemporaryNaturalism) or Andrea

Alciato (for ContemporaryEmblems).

It seems they are like mentors to you

rather than idols or models. How do

you relate with these “legends of art”?

Mauro Ceolin: I consider Plato, Da

Vinci, Aldrovandi, Linnaeus, ALciato,

Darwin, Galileo, Lamarck and Frazer,

Cage, Ceccato, Baetson, Dawkins and

many others as the pioneers of my

investigations. I found very interesting

the fact that their studies, strictly

connected with the times they lived

in, are complementary between them.

To read Darwin’s autobiography is

illuminating because it fulfils his vision

in relation to his times and topics, and

makes you understand his

contribution to the history of

evolutionism. So, I see them as

functions that pave the way for an

aesthetic methodology: after all, I

prefer reading an essay rather than a

novel, because life itself is narration.

Claudio Musso: Let’s come to
ContemporaryNaturalism, maybe your

most ambitious work, almost a meta-

project where to deduce the

principles of a poetics. It is not only an

archive, and it is not exclusively about

reproducing virtual forms of life. It

cannot be defined neither artistic

work nor scientific research. What is it

exactly?

Mauro Ceolin:
ContemporaryNaturalism, unlike my

previous projects, has always been

intended as “seminal project”. By

following a descriptive logics, it

developed a series of expansions

oriented to the research of emerging

patterns, and not to the creation of

objects. On the surface appears the

instruments of natural science,

converging with contemporary visual

arts practices; under the visual line,

instead, there is a continuous tension

created by relations and cognitive

mechanisms. ampovecchio, 1310 s.l.m.

>

In the 70s, Joseph Kosuth was setting

an interesting marker, by claiming

that only art could follow the path left

opened by philosophy, because the

plurality of artistic means of

expression grants a greater

communicative efficiency than verbal

language does. Well, by translating
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unpretentiously the structural nature

of this input,

ContemporaryNaturalism claims to

rethink evolutionism not only as

biological process, but also as passage

towards an evolution between

material and immaterial.

I am thinking about the penetration

into everybody’s mind of what is

commonly considered as real. The

way how modern societies, formed by

the massive use of contrasting

information and modified by multiple

passages of the same news between

different sources, end up creating

new forms of “life”. A classical

example can be found into the

character of a novel, now become

celebrity thanks to a TV series, Lassie.

Who did ever hear someone

exclaiming “Look, a Lassie!” when

addressing to a Rough Collie? After

such a misunderstanding a new family

of canines is created, where shape

and surplus of information constitute

its new biological DNA.

Here a wide chain of examples could

be examined, starting for instance

from the current role of some viral

subject, spread as social identities

through the use of computers. But for

that I suggest you go reading the

documents of

ContemporaryNaturalism official page

and the wide literature on the matter

(see Convergence Culture: Where Old
and New Media Collide by Henry
Jenkins)

ContemporaryNaturalism, being

definition of art object and seminal

project, denies any object limit and

considers the whole project design,

included this interview, as part of the

artistic work. A lecture produces a

social sculpture, an exposition event

arranges a relations plan, and all the

objects gravitating around are to be

intended as elaboration examples,

useful to visualize/define a fourth

landscape, ultimate goal of the

research.

We are witnessing a multitude of

events, and many of them are noises
in the service of little or great groups

of power: ContemporaryNaturalism is
meant to illustrate those realities

which invisibly determine collective

behaviours, generating entropic

process. Nowadays, natural science

has linguistic tools to build narrative

metaphors, that undergoing
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modifications, repetitions and

corrections as sculptural objects do,

proceed towards three-dimensional

levels of signifiers, giving birth to a

different key to the reading of

contemporaneity.

The culture of money stands out the

multiple emerging

beauties:ContemporaryNaturalism is a

dynamic precipitate and for any other

device available today I suggest you

go and see the page of the site that

contains research elements and

memories.

Claudio Musso: As we said at the

beginning of our interview, in

September and October the project

will become an exhibition-lab in the

spaces of Triennale Bovisa in Milan.

For the occasion, during the

exposition period it will be allowed to

observe more closely the research. In

addition to objects, documents and

performances, a huge installation

structure will be realized. How would

you describe this exposition?

Mauro Ceolin: The exposition has an

official description of its own,

concentrated in three months of

meetings with Alberto Pizzati Caiani,

scientific director of Triennale Bovisa

in Milan, and his collaborators.

VisionLab, as said in the description,

does not want to tend to a defined

form, but instead, through a constant

development, will produce a series of

visual/documentation elements,

results of a work characterized by a

wide temporal space: from the

visualization of alphaTaxonomy

(2006/2011), with an installation

structure of 50 linear meters, to the

presentation of research elements

and cross-over collaborations of the

last few months.

Moreover, for the first time in Italy

some champions of personal study

and research documents that

VisionLab considers relevant to the

project will be exposed. I think

VIVENDI is a clear example of what I

was talking about first, a collaborative

process in relation with a

space/environment. VisionLab

intends to export such methodology

to other institutional places, with the

purpose of defining a process: an

hypothesis of museum of un-natural

history, investigating those new

scenarios thatContemporaryNaturalism 
aims to

describe through the experimentation

of cross-disciplines
.
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http://www.rgbproject.com

http://g.co/maps/4fe3
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Art/tapes/22. Interview With Maria Gloria
Bicocchi

Claudia D'Alonzo

We at Art/Tapes/22 think that video

is at the forefront in the advanced

transformation of the system of

relations between the arts. Its

profound structural immediacy will

no-doubt launch it towards a future

vital role (in terms of a reorganization

that involves both art making and

communication). In order to bring our

efforts to full fruition, its diffusion

needs to extend beyond the existing

circuit of galleries and museums.

Only in this way we might be able to

create a system of reciprocal cultural

exchange “open-ended”…Thanks to its

nature, in effect, the medium of video

is able to unify art and the other

disciplines, by acting as a catalyst of

the current transformation of ideas

and energies into more general forms

of expression. [1]

Between 1972 and 1976, a venue on

the ground floor in Via Riccasoli 22, in

Florence, acted as the main setting for

one of the key moments that brought

about the video art in Italy. At that

very address, Maria Gloria Bicocchi

and her husband Giancarlo founded

art/tapes/22, the center for the

moving video, which started in

Florence, but then followed the

couple as they were traveling to other

residences, in Santa Teresa, near

Follonica, and Sant’Ippolito, in the

Volterra countryside, reaching

(complete with tapes and equipment)

artists’ studio, galleries and cultural

centres in Italy and abroad.

During its short existence,

art/tapes/22 gathered important

names of the artistic scene in Italy
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including, among other, Vincenzo

Agnetti, Alighiero Boetti, Sandro Chia,

Giuseppe Chiari, Gino De Dominicis,

Jannis Kounellis, all artists coming

from the experience of Conceptual art

and Arte Povera, musicians, and

composers all invited by Maria Gloria

Bicocchi and her collaborators. These

artists were either profoundly

engaged with, even seduced by the

then rising medium of the analog

video, or they just experimented with

it showing a certain care-free

approach as a tool made to document

actions and performances or to be

incorporated with the other

languages they were using in that

particular moment.

This constitute just an intermediate

phase of the use of the analog

audiovisual, as it was seen as a

musical instrument that could be

played, a painting bush to leave a

trace an electronic memory of

otherwise ephemeral events. Foreign

artists, mostly from the United States,

were also invited to the center. For

them video was already a fully

accepted autonomous aesthetic

language whose qualities were being

explored. Among these artists were

Vito Acconci, Douglas Davis, Frank

Gillette, Taka Ito (Takahito) Iimura,

Joan Jonas, Charlemagne Palestine

and Bill Viola, who acted as the

technical director of the center from

1974 to 1976.

Apart from being a production center,

art/tapes/22 was an archive, a

documentation and distribution

center for artists like Marina

Abramovich, Dan Graham, David Hall,

Alvin Lucier, Antoni Muntadas, Dennis

Oppenheim, Steina and Woody

Vasulka. Maria Gloria Bicocchi and her

collaborators took care of the

dissemination of the video culture

following different modalities and

forms, being capable to deal with the

ideas of artists who came form

backgrounds and experiences very

different, being able to interweave

connections and collaborations

amidst the magma of the nascent

practice of video collecting and the

video market.

A multiform and dynamic cultural

experience, art/tapes/22 was a fluid

place because it was based on the

relationships that Maria Gloria

Bicocchi was able to establish with

the most interesting actors of the

artistic and cultural scene of that

moment in merely four years. The

places and houses she inhabited were

always narrated through the memory

of those people lived with her,

through the sounds that filled those

spaces, the fragments of artworks on

the walls, the objects that the artists

would found in her house and then

would inevitably end up in their very

artworks.
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One of the peculiarity of this center

was that it was represented more by a

group of people constantly at work

than by the concreteness of the

physical space, which was there, but

never as an official institution. The

staff, composed by Alberto Pirelli,

sound technician, and Carmine

Fornari, expert cameraman, Lesley

Pinnock, assistant, joined by Bill Viola

in 1974, epitomizes a mode of

production that is completely

different from any other space of

video production established in that

period.

In fact, the authors would arrive in

art/tapes/22 (in some cases, as

already mentioned it is the laboratory

that moved to them) and would start

discussing, elaborating projects,

seeking solutions or improvising in

from of the video camera, always

together with Maria Gloria Bicocchi

and her collaborators. This was a true

collaborative process of creation that

was neither commissioned nor a form

of patronage, but a system of working

together. Even economically

speaking, this activity envisioned

participation both in terms of labor

and production, so much so that none

of the artists produced by

art/tapes/22 has never received any

compensation except for exhibition

events.

Being this space non-delimitable, but

fluid and mobile, defined more by the

human relationships unfolding rather

than by a consolidated productive

structure, art/tapes/22 was one of

the few centers for the production of

video in Italy able to breed an artistic

scene that had been inexistent in the

country, or in the area surrounding

Florence, until a few years before.

As David A. Ross , the well known

American critic and curator

specialized in video art reminisces,

between the end of 1960s and the

beginning of the 1970s the route that

video art went through in order to

free itself from the “terrible parent” of

TV meant the necessity to create not

only circuits and, even before them,

centers that effectively enabled artists

to engage in modes of productions

independent from broadcasting. [2] In

the United States, the cradle of video

art for at least its first 20 years, this

approach was possible thanks to

federal funds that supported and then

progressively institutionalized the

emergence of a number of

independent organizations often run
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by politically radical individuals.

Later on, the “public” component of

video art production was performed

in the creative labs existing within

many public television stations. [3] In

addition to the fundamental role

played by public institutions, the

private sector contributed to the

creation of distribution and

dissemination channels. [4]

In Europe, the situation was much

more fragmented, even dispersed

–the UK funded its artists through the

British Film Institute e del British

Council; The French government and

the Goethe Institut in Germany

funded and promoted through

exhibitions artists who were primarily

living abroad.

In Italy, the Centro Video Arte del

Palazzo dei Diamanti di Ferrara [5],

founded in 1972 by Lola Bonora who

directed it until 1994, constituted the

only public institution dedicated to

video art. With this exception, the

video art in Italy emerged thanks to a

few pioneers, who defies the total

lack of interest of the major

institutions: in addition to the already

mentioned Maria Gloria Bicocchi,

Luciano Giaccari founded Studio

970/2 in 1967 in Varese, and Paolo and

Gabriella Cardazzo, from Galleria

Cavallino, take interest in video

starting in 1972.

Cosetta Saba points out how the

socio-economical aspects inherent in

the production of video art are always

indissolubly linked to social and

cultural consumerism. Consumerism

generates a problem of “selective

survival”: “ the social and cultural

dimension of consumerism appears to

unfold at two levels : the first one is

observable in the process (in progress)

regarding the productive choice

(driven by financial investments) and

the current historical contingency; the

second one can be found in the

choice of re-actualization passing

through the restauration practices

(and thus through some financial

support).” [6]

The story of art/tapes/22 as a

production center terminates because

of the lack of sustainability of the

project, due to the complete absence

of institutional attention and the

inexistence of any video art market or

collecting practice. In 1976 Maria

Gloria and Giancarlo Bicocchi decided

to donate the fund consisting of 129
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videotapes they had independently

produced and distributed to the ASAC

Archivio Storico delle Arti

Contemporanee – La Biennale di

Venezia. This has facilitated the

gathering of these artworks into a

historically coherent corpus.

However, consumerism has affected

the fund in a different way: with the

exception of the videotapes coming

from the first donation, the fund has

been subject to such mismanagement

and oblivion that in some cases some

works might run serious risks of being

lost forever due to the particular

obsolescence of the material.

On the past May, during a three days

gathering in Follonica curated by

Anna Mazzanti and dedicated to

art/tapes/22, together with a group

of artists, curators and scholars, Maria

Gloria Bicocchi, proposed a petition to

ASAC to request the conservation and

the re-actualization of the fund.

Over thirty years of oblivion in cultural

politics no-doubt stand out as one of

the most painful episodes that testify

to an inability of our country to

recognize electronic audio-video as

part of our cultural heritage. The alarm

bell that Maria Gloria Bicocchi and

many other authors who made the

experience of art/tapes/22 possible

have sounded is more than

reasonable.

Over thirty years of oblivion in cultural

politics no-doubt stand out as one of

the most painful episodes that testify

to an inability of our country to

recognize electronic audio-video as

part of our cultural heritage. The alarm

bell that Maria Gloria Bicocchi and

many other authors who made the

experience of art/tapes/22 possible

have sounded is more than

reasonable.

It is surprising, however, that in the

petition and in the interviews the

work of preservation and restauration

of the Laboratori CREA and La Camera

Ottica dell’Università degli Studi di

Udine (commissioned by ASAC) [7] are

never explicitly mentioned. This

intervention, realized in 2006,

certainly does not satisfy entirely the

work required to recuperate and re-

valorize the quality that the well-

deserving fund, but it is already an

important step forward: a genealogy

has been reconstructed in order to

identify the number of copies and the

original matrices in order to start a
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census of the fund and in order to be

able to compare the different tapes; a

historical documentation around the

corpus has been initiated,

together with the production of new

documents (sucha s interviews,

questionnaires, conversations); a

diagnostics of the state of

conservation of the original material

as well as and a series of interventions

aiming at its conservation was started;

a series of intermediary copies has

been realized to facilitate the access

to the works for consultation in

different formats.

The important initiative wanted by

ASAC does not solve issues related to

the effective access to the material

preserved and related to the politics

of valorization, dissemination and re-

actualization of the corpus , all

necessary conditions to bring back

the “plural history” of the

art/tapes/22, [8] to locate it in the

present, to spark dialogue and

correspondence between scholars

and critics from different generations.

If the issues related to the destiny of

the corpus constitute a much

interesting topic that will be studied

throughout in Digimag in the future,

we’d like to first present an interview

to Maria Gloria Bicocchi, from a video

dialogue realized by Laura Cherubini,

an educator, critic, and curator, and

directed by Mario Gorni, founder of

the centre for the contemporary arts

Careof in Milano. The full version of

this document can be watched at the

DOCVA (Documentation Center for

Visual Arts, Fabbrica del Vapore

Milano, http://www.careof.org). A big

thanks to the authors for having

allowed this publication.

Laura Cherubini: how did you decide

to create art/tapes/22?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: I had heard of

the Video-Gallery of Garry Shum [9],

and I was very fascinated by it. I have

always hated the idea of selling and

buying, I don’t like to work

beforehand, I like to work with the

artists, to create something with

them, and thus to work to do this, not

to sell a painting or anything else.

Giancarlo and I were new to this

world. At the time we were living in

Florence with our two children in 22

Ricasoli street.

It happened by chance, you know, life

is full of chances, all you have to do is
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to acknowledge them. on the floor

just below ours there was an empty

store that once sold horrible children’s

clothes. I decided to rent it. it was an

huge space, with a small court at the

back and a tiny room in the court that

I turned into a room to host the

artists.

Mario Gorni: How about production?

How did you do it?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: We bought

some professional ½ inch cameras

from a store in Florence: a very heavy

portapack, too heavy to hold on your

shoulders and a steady camera,

suitable for the studio. We would do

the editing with a drawing crayon:

incredible adventures. Then we

bought a Revox, which was practically

useless. However, Alberto Pirelli, who

had an incredible mania for music had

said: “we absolutely need a Revox!”

[10].

Laura Cherubini: How did you choose

your collaborators?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: I visited the

Galleria Schema of Alberto Moretti.

There were some very young guys

from Puglia who were in Florence to

study at the University. I asked them: “

do you know anything about

videotape?” and they replied: “no, but

I am really intrigued I could gladly

learn if I am let to.” They came to us

and in a few days they traveled to

Rome to meet Kounellis, at Gino’s (De

Dominicis, n.d.a.). Everybody told

them: “ I bet Kounellis won’t even see

you.” However, I contacted him and

he called me back.

I remember very well that he had a

fantastic artwork on the ground with

some arrows and he was walking on

it; there was also a parrot there and

was calling “Kounellis, Kounellis”. The

whole place was full of artworks and

fragments…this was his first house

downtown Rome, its windows facing

an internal court that looked very

suburban, beautiful! I remember a

window that was falling apart. It was

open on the grey walls, and you could

see some splintered chairs outside.

Gianni smoked, his coffee….

Wonderful. After three days he came

to Florence.

Laura Cherubini: Which was the first

video you have ever produced?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: With Giuseppe

Chiari, who was a friend. The title of
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the video was The Sound (Il Suono)
[11], beautiful. Soon after we went to

visit him with Vincenzo Agnetti and

we did the one about numbers, the

one in which he speaks using

numbers instead of words…he is

rumbling (in Italian the proverb

translates literally as “he gives the

numbers”) [12]. We used to have meals

at his place on top of bicycle seats

and we would sleep in sleeping bags,

we didn’t have much money and what

we had we would use to make videos.

We purchased a yellow Transit van,

you know, with five kids we needed

one anyway; we would travel with

Alberto Pirelli and Nuccio Fornari and

we would sleep on the road, in the

van.

Mario Gorni: does this mean that not

all the videos were produced in the

old children’s store?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: some of them.

Sone, as in the case of Agnetti, were

shot directly in the studios of the

artists. In addition, before we took

possession of the store we shot many

videos at my place: I would send the

kids outside, and I would empty the

living room. Many videos were made

there.

Mario Gorni: Did you agree with the

artist to do a certain work that he had

proposed or to realize an initial idea?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: To a certain

extent. With Agnetti, for instance, we

even had a blueprint. For the rest of

them there was no project, like with

Jannis (Kounellis) [13]: he came to us

bringing the golden lips [14] and the

mask of Apollo. [15]

Mario Gorni: Does this mean that the

video was realized and thought of

directly in the studio or wherever you

happened to be shooting?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: Exactly. Then I

went to Paris with two videos by

Kounellis and Chiari, hosted by Lucio

Amelio for the 1974 Basel’s fair. I

brought with me all the video

equipment, with very heavy bags. On

the night of the opening, while we

were installing the stand, I see a

slightly chubby lady sitting on a

wooden chest. She was watching my

videos. After a while she asked me:”

why do you make videos?” we chatted

a bit. Then she goes: “ with whom

would you like to make a video?” I

reply: “ I would like to make it with

Vito Acconci”….and she says: “He’s one

of my artists, my name is Ileana

Sonnabend“.

I met her again for dinner with her

husband Michael and Leo (Castelli).

She invited me to Paris to have a

contract signed, a lawyer was in

attendance. At the end we signed a

gentelman agreement that stipulated

that for five years, I could shoot

videos with their artists, but I had to
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pay for the production. After 5 years

all the videos would belong to them.

we didn’t see those 5 years passing,

because the experience of

art/tapes/22 ended before. But this

allowed me to start working with

Acconci, who did 5 videos with me.

[16]. He remained with us for many

months.

Mario Gorni: What kind of technical

support did you have for the

production?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: There were only

a few people who provided real

technical support since the beginning,

like Nuccio Fornari and Alberto Pirelli.

Six months-one year after, after Paris,

I went to New York to meet Ileana and

Leo Castelli. They represented two

enterprises that wanted me as a

partner. There, I met David Ross and

Bill Viola who was with him.

I spent one month there with them for

a series of events and projects. One

night during dinner David came out

with a proposal: “Bill has just finished

his degree at Syracuse University and

he needs to build some experience,

would you want to take him with you?

he was nineteen or twenty, he came

and at the beginning he slept in the

same room as Stefano, my son. He

stayed for two years, from 1974 to

1976. A terrific experience.

Laura Cherubini: did he start making

videos as soon as he settled there or

did he wait a little?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: right away.

Whenever he has some spare time. he

was a great worker, incredible, timely,

infaticable and very precise. During

his free time he would make videos

and relax: he would stay in his isolated

room, which was his hermitage,

where he would sit in the lotus

position, 2 halp ping pong balls on his

eyes, his headphones to filter out all

the noise. This is how he relaxed

Mario Gorni: What about financial

support?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: Zero, my

husband was the only one who was

able and willing to support the project

and he put every resource into this.

We had no revenue.

Laura Cherubini: You purchased the

machines, hosted the assistants and

the technicians, invited the artists.

And then, I remember, when the

artists were staying at your place,
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they had a wonderful time.

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: Yes, to host the

artists was like been in a big family,

we were all friends. I took care of

everything, even the restaurant, we

would eat at my place or at a

restaurant nearby where we had an

open tab which Giancarlo would pay

for. Then at a certain point we were

submerged by debt. Because we had

no revenue. We did many exhibitions

in 1974 in Brussels, Paris…

Laura Cherubini: Because that year

marks the official rise of the video…

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: Yes, in that

occasion we felt very proud because

we could even pay a minimum fee to

the artists. They have never got one

penny from me except when we had

an exhibition, because we were doing

all the labor. I donated the whole fund

to the Biennale so I didn’t have to

separate the videos, although to sell

them separately would have been

much more lucrative. I wanted to

respect the corpus. When I handed in

the videos to the Biennale, they were

accompanied by full documentation:

a dossier, the reviews of the works

with the references in the magazines,

many photocopied from the original.

Quite a bundle of documents

accompanied every single video.

When we handed in the material I

recommended that they did not

separate the videos from the texts.

ASAC had a different method though.

The documents related to the videos

were all catalogued using periodicals,

so that now it is impossible to go back

to the literature, there is nothing left!

My videos at the Biennale have no

longer any reference. Teher was an

incredible amount of documents. This

is highly fructrating. Anyhow, at a

certain point I realized that there was

a debt of sixty millions of lire and the

bank asked Giancarlo a bank

guarantee. At that point I said enough.

Mario Gorni: Any relationship with

Television? Any possibility to do any

screening at RAI?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: Roberto Faenza 

came often to visit us. He planned to

create a cable television with artists

programs, a sort of telestreet.  The

goal was to show viewers something

alternative to the usual channel. We

were not able to do anything. It was a

terrifying period, people had no idea

what neither video art, nor the
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medium itself was. Beyond art, there

were no TV channels for anything else:

they hadn’t understood that the world

can actually express itself through

these instruments.

To go back to art/tapes/22, what was

missing was a person able to manage

it economically. Giancarlo was always

there both financially and humanly

but, let’s face it, he was never an

administrator. Neither of us were

capable enough. Then there was no

person to take care of the commercial

side, the sales. We were doing

everything with a great enthusiasm,

emotion, we were working with the

artists, but we lacked in other fields.

In 2008, there was a wonderful

exhibition at the Univeristy Art

Museum in Long Beach [17]. I arrived

there and they had reconstructed the

whole art/tapes/22 with the

installations of Daniel Buren [18]. This

was the most joyous moment! I felt

like Kossuth because my writings had

been screen-printed on white walls.

This was a beautiful exhibition: you

have no idea how I was welcomed…so

many students and the Getty

Research Institute had published a

book in English [19]. I am not saying

this to brag about it, but to point out

that these things don’t happen in Italy.

When I was working it was even

worse. Florence has never noticed

video. Maybe those at the Gallery

Schema . But sure they are the only

one.

Laura Cherubini: Did Base [20] exist

already?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: Yes, they were

very faithful. But they were the five

usual suspects. We would move from

art/tapes/22 to Schema to Area. It

was always us! These were practically

private gatherings. Do you remember

when I was organizing dinners outside

of the gallery Area by Bruno Corallo

and Michele Guidulli? The gallery was

a space that I had managed for a

couple of months during which we

exhibited a bit of graphics and I had

already started with a bit of video.

Then Corallo e Guidulli took it and it

became a very politicized space.

There was a trattoria, Poldo, in

Salterelli Square, beside the space.

Every Wednesday it remained open

for us. All the people passing by

Florence would stop there. On

Wednesday there would be many

openings. We would stay all there, in
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the square, with our glasses, eating at

the little tables…nobody asked who

would pay the bill. It was Giancarlo.

But it’s ok, because it has engendered

things that go well beyond a simple

dinner, things that can’t be measured

with money: friendship, artworks, the

desire to consider new ideas.. the

latter is an artwork and you take it

with you.

Mario Gorni: what about public

funding?

Maria Gloria Bicocchi: we inquired at

the city of Florence, but they never

received anything, they never even

replied to my inqiries. At a certain

point, I wrote to Carlo Ripa di Meana,

describing to him what we had

created. 3/4 months after I receive a

phone call: “ I am Ripa di Meana, I am

in Florence “. I met him, with the

architect Vittorio Gregotti, and they

cam eto visit the studio. We started a

process to transfer the corpus to

them that lasted one year because

they didn’t know whether to accept or

not, or whether this was an

interesting collection….

After infinite meetings and time we

received a phone call to announce us

that they had decided to accept. This

is how I transferred the fund to the

Biennale. We sold the equipment to a

small television in Pistoia. Giving

everything away was a very sad

moment for me. Terrible. I will never

forget the sensation of emptiness I

felt. It was 1976.

Procida, September 7, 2010
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Notes on the Un-documentary. Vision –
Rapresentation – Ricreation

Mitra Azar

This article is the result of a series of

theoretical thoughts arisen from my

documentary filmmaking. This essay

intends to propose a transversal

reading of such an activity. Through

the relationships that the concept of

documentary establishes with those

of photography, fiction, identity,

performance, I would try to

deconstruct its meaning in order to

make it a reservoir of philosophical

research, an access point for insights

on technical matters.

Experience, since time immemorial, is

crossed by its own metamorphosis in

the form of memory and narrative,

image and language, always in search

for those approximated forms in

which it keeps on offering and

recreating itself. The emergence of

reality encases concepts in the very

immediacy of facts, making the first

ones indecipherable to an untrained

eye. On certain occasions, it is reality

itself that pushes, forces the eye to

activate itself as a concept. A

documentary, or better, the extraction

of images from the flowing of the

world, is therefore a matter of

perceptive attitude, of embodiment

of a style of being, as well as of an

embodied thought. Thought itself is

indeed a matter of perception, of

points of view, while a perceptive

living in the world is maybe the origin

(renewed day by day) of a possible (as

well as simultaneous) speculative

attitude towards it.

And yet, such attitude may often

harden in a concept’s tendency to

abstracting from the world, in order to

watch it from above, breaking free

from the burden of becoming, and

deluding itself that it can dominate it.

This is what usually happens in TV

documentaries, where the writing of

the plot is often rigid, and aimed to

enclose reality, as often shown by the

film style of these works. Writing

precedes image, concept rules over

the very reality that the camera tries

to shape, rather than restraining itself
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to flow along it. Yet, images claim

their own autonomy from language,

and our relationship with them is fluid

and constant, rather than discrete and

discontinuous.

An un-documentary means to be the

technique of pointing the camera on

reality with no desire to possess it.

The topic of an un-documentary is

always delayed in relation to its

variations, it is continuously lost and

found, metamorphosized during its

realization. Telling an experience

always means recreating it, never

recording it. Mimesis is denied as far

as in the very anti-intuitive core of an

(un)documentary image which always

requires a perspective, and is always

an oriented snippet. An un-

documentary is never a spatial-

temporal copy of the state of things it

refers to, rather the invention of a

spatial-temporal dimension, parallel

and alternative to the real one.

A filmed image, seen as both practice

and instrument of a re-perception of

the world around, has the chance to

interact with concepts in a more

flexible way than a rigorous and

punctual thought could ever afford to

do. Ideas contained in it risk to act as

particles of a solid-state body, rigid,

almost still, rather than being closer to

their true state at the moment of their

appearance, as in a state of perpetual

boiling and fermentation, as 
organic

ideas

, fed in a ‘pinball machine’ of

states of things, never neither neutral

nor decipherable, on the mere basis of

the infinite genesis of percepts-

concepts into which they result.

An un-documentary, therefore, tries

to consider the simultaneity between

perception, expression and

representation. It aims to reduce the

gap between thoughts and facts,

wishes to think a tale through a series

of images as a starting point for the

development of concepts. An un-

documentary shows that states of

things are only thinkable from their

simultaneous vision-representatio-

-recreation: perception is already an

expression, language in its nascent

state, 

sensory idea

, for there’s no

extrinsic relation between idea and

expression, but instead a mutual

involvement. Such is the simultaneity

around which an un-documentary

tries to work on.
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The realization of an un-documentary

pursues the living moment, thus a

performative gestuality, and yet, an

unbridgeable and asymptotic delay. It

shifts through an extended present

where the immediacy of gesture

becomes simultaneity of action and

thought.

Sequentiality and simultaneity live

together, nevertheless memory and

imaginary mirror an idea of

representation as the survival

principle of conscience, as a

mnemonic and (retro)projective

repositioning, as a mythological mode

of identity sharing, ever delayed in

relation to the stories it wishes to tell.

In an un-documentary, pre-

production is only present in the

contemporaneity of the subjects

involved (filmmaker, technicians,

actors-narrators). There is no

screenwriting, but a simple principle

of action-reaction to the world
around, connected to an involuntary

impulse of selection that gazes upon

something, bringing its research into

focus.

Such focus is certainly not to be

intended as a goal to reach, but rather

as a research path of focus itself, as

the almost-present image of the

relations occurring in the state of

things that the filmmaker tries to tell.

Parts of it are the off-stage

commentary and the whole actions

and reactions preceding and

accompanying the shooting moment,

the negative that can’t be seen but it’s

there, in the position of the camera, in

the way the cameraman holds it, in

the characters’ reactions in front of it.

I use the concept of tuning whenever

I talk about the interaction between

(su)object-camera-(su)object, just to

highlight the relational aspect, ever in

the becoming of the moving image,

while frozen, instead, in a

photographic one.

(See here the extreme video-tuning in

Neda’s case, in Iran

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/artic

le.asp?id=2122).

This is why I usually associate un-

documentary practices to

performance: an un-documentary is

therefore rather a life-style, more than

a (faithful) reproduction of the world.
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An un-documentary is the filmmaker’s

own impossible transformation in the

stories he tells, the desire to let them

possess him, rather than the opposite

impulse to control and shape them.

There is neither salvation for those

who are told, nor immortality for

those who tell, let alone the attempt

to explain, teach, colonize or improve

the reality being told. On the contrary,

in the received story lies the author’s

regression and loss of identity, his

attempt to become transparent

through the attempt to become the

very stories he tries to tell.

The un-documentary world is never

located in front of the camera. It is

always off-screen, unseen and

unheard. It is the performative act of a

pragmatic epistemology where

subject and object fade, while the

camera becomes the medium in this

transformation, in this

decentralization. An un-documentary

is an involuntary reflex, an escape

from the conscious analysis of filming.

It is the filmmaker lurking, his waiting

for the lycanthropic transformation to

happen, and the telling of it.

In the current codes of contemporary

art, therefore, the concept of

documentary becomes indivisible

from that of performance. Similarly,

montage can no longer be conceived

as the sequential arranging of

fragments, but rather as a jigsaw. This

principle should be there in the

moment of shooting as well: no one

ever works on a single project at a

time, for it is impossible to know

exactly what could be done, a project

being as already said a mere reaction

to circumstances, not an attempt to

structure them.

In this sense, the un-documentary is

an opening towards reality, a sort of

infrared sense for background noises,

and micro-perceptions of one’s own

and the world’s, enabling digressions

from which parallel projects may

originate as a side product of a

concatenation of contingencies. All

the more so, given that – more and

more often – the author ends up using

the same tool to perform different

actions, like filming and

photographing.
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An un-documentary aims to reverse

the relations of subordination

between concept and world, image

and language, it wishes to place itself

into crevices, on border lines, where

distinctions and belongings defy any

barely liveable definition. The creative

process is always a sort of unbalance

between a centrifugal force – tearing

apart experiences and concepts – and

a centripetal one, which, conversely,

tries to deposit them to gather their

remains.

Creation is always the tension

between a core that, in order to find

its expression, must evert, turning into

something else, while preserving a

sign of itself, and an exploded,

reactive, contingent, surrounding

material, trying to reduce itself to

dense, self-sufficient iconic forms,

without losing nothing in openings

and variations.

The unnatural position of the concept,

in search of a stable form in which to

reflect itself, turns out to be a lame

dictatorship in relation to the reasons

that triggered it, as a sort of

retaliation to the world’s

unmanageable mutability. Concept is

unthinkable. Its stability is

proportional to our inability to see its

unremitting shifts. It is thus

continuously retroflexed and

identified. Yet, never completely

being, it is unrecognizable. Concept

does not mirror itself.

Should it do that, it could not

recognize itself. And an un-

documentary is not a comforting

surface for this Narcissus-concept; in

it, thoughts appear and disappear like

lapilli in a lava stream, or echoes of a

monad through a well.

Yet, it is among the overlapped

mirrors of expressed forms, of filmed

images that we may see a glimpse of

their shadows, ever broken, elusive,

defaced, betrayed in their every single

manifestations, promised in their

relationships. Concept evolves,

transforms itself and, in those endless

mutations, ceases to be algorithm-

like; at most, it becomes liveable. A

mere exposition of the concept rapes,

expropriates, evicts, just to be raped,

expropriated and evicted in turn.

Concept lives in a perpetual

performance, and so does an un-

documentary.
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